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Chapter 1: Introduction
North Ayrshire Council’s Local Development Plan’s (LDP’s) Main Issues Report, its accompanying Environmental Report, together with a Social-Economic
report were published in January 2010. The public consultation on these ran for eight weeks. The process of its development can be viewed in Appendix
G. NAC identified reasonable options having regard to professional judgement taking account of all the sustainability factors (social-economic and
environment) plus political endorsement.
This report now updates on the environmental effects on implementation of the LDP. It acts as a precursor to the next statutory-stage requirement of the
Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005 which expects a responsible authority to prepare a “post-adoption statement” which outlines, in general
terms, how that authority has taken account of its environmental report. This intermediate stage between the publication of the environmental report and
the post-adoption statement, outlines how the modified plan has taken account of the Environmental Report that was prepared for the Main Issues
Report; a pre-“post-adoption statement” or, in other words, an “Adoption Statement”.
Since the consultation closed, work has focussed on consolidating all consultation responses and the information arising from the Main Issues Report and
the three sustainability reports – social, economic and environmental - in order to develop the modified plan. Following the MIR consultation, various
correspondences have taken place between NAC, the public and key agencies. Through this process, two main environmental themes have emerged that
should be considered further: developments at Hunterston, and the loss of agricultural soil as a result of new house building. Each of these issues has
their own separate chapter in this report.
The topic of Green Networks appeared in the infrastructure section of the LDP and the corresponding sustainability reports. However at the time the
information baseline was and still is deficient; it could not be fully addressed at that stage, or indeed at this stage. This will be covered in its own chapter
in this report but the reader should be aware that Green Networks will be the subject of supplementary planning guidance in due course, with its own
accompanying Environmental Report anticipated; this is considered the most appropriate.
The LDP Main Issues Report addressed those aspects considered as the key areas of change for the new LDP. However the adopted current local
development plan - i.e. the one that this modified plan will replace - has in place policies to address a suite of strategies, which are not changing in terms
of scope and strategy. Such policies have been in place since the previous plans were adopted (Feb. 2005 for Arran and Nov. 2005 for Mainland North
Ayrshire). The monitoring statement of the current plan has stated that there were no significant environmental affects arising. As such there is a
reasonable degree of confidence that such policies should not create significant environmental effects for the anticipated life-cycle of the modified LDP;
five years.
Some current policies are being consolidated for the modified LDP, or revised slightly to provide more current up to date interpretation in response to
emerging knowledge and legislation. There is therefore a risk that such consolidation and revision could change the spirit and direction of its original
intention, and subsequently there could be unforeseen implications which may well give cause for potentially significant environmental effects. Therefore,
in reviewing the current adopted Local-Plans’ policies for the new LDP, there has been a check-list process to ensure that appropriate triggers were in
place to initiate further environmental assessment, if required.
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Given that the spirit of environmental assessment is to give the public an early and effective opportunity to express their opinion on such matters this
report highlights those policies not identified at the MIR stage, together with the policies carried forward but changing in terms of scope and strategy.
Such policies are subject to supplementary guidance, to inform its refined interpretation. These policies are screened in this report for their potential
effects on the environment. Where there is potential for significant effects a new environmental assessment process will commence for these. This will not
only inform supplementary guidance but also a potential review of such policies when the next LDP – i.e. the one after next – commences preparation,
immediately after adoption of this LDP.
This report is presented in four sections. Section One provides statements about how each of the potential environmental effects environmental effects
from the main issues have been taken into account in the modified plan. This includes separate chapters on the main effects; Hunterston and Good Quality
Agricultural Land. There is also now a separate chapter for tourism, reflecting the same in the modified plan. This emerged from the MIR process
demonstrating the need and priority to protect the unique setting of North Ayrshire for this sector. The environmental aspects associated with Tourism
were recognised at the MIR stage. As such they are amalgamated and reproduced within the Tourism chapter.
Section Two presents an environmental assessment of policies carried forward from the current plan. It provides a review of the environmental effects
from the current plan and describes a process which has been used to trigger further environmental assessment, if required.
Section Three provides a statement on how the responses to the MIR Environmental Report have been taken into account within this report and the
Modified Plan.
Section Four provides awareness to future emerging actions arising out of the new LDP; an Action Programme. These are assessed here as to their
potential for significant effects. In other words they are being screened for a requirement for future environmental assessment under the Environmental
Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005.
The previous environmental report was prepared in cognisance of Article 6 and 7 of Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats
and of wild flora and fauna (as last amended by Council Directive 97/62/EC). For completeness this “appropriate assessment”, as it is known, is provided
as an appendix to this report.
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SECTION I: MAIN ISSUES for the MODIFIED PLAN
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Chapter 2: New Uses for Old Sites
The environmental report, prepared to inform the LDP Main Issues report, identified environmental challenges and opportunities – the environmental
objectives – for the MIR topic of “New Uses for Old Sites”; this topic was the key area of change with respect to the Modified-Plan Chapter “Employment
land”. Box 2.1 reproduces the identified challenges and opportunities for this issue.

Box 2.1: Identified challenges and opportunities for new uses for old sites
Key Environmental Challenges: Contaminated land which can affect human health; flood risk on sites and flood risk exacerbation
elsewhere.
Key Opportunities: Decontamination of soil resources; Visual Amenity and Biodiversity Improvement

Table 2.1 demonstrates how these have been taken into account within the modified plan.
Table 2.1 How the Environmental Objectives for “New Uses for Old Sites” have been Taken into Account for the Modified LDP
Environmental Objective

2.1.1

To enhance and maintain the natural
heritage interests of sites and surrounding
areas.

2.1.2

To identify sites with risk to human health
following change of use.

2.1.3

If sites with risk to human health, identify
best available technique not exceeding
excessive cost (BATNEEC) for remediation.

Comment and Score
No change in policy approach. It was not considered that
there were any additional policy instruments available over
and above the existing policy framework to enhance and
maintain heritage assets. Score remains 0
No change in policy approach. Sites where development
proposals emerge will require to demonstrate no risk to
human health through the planning application process, and
consultation with the Council’s Environmental Health Service.
No change in policy approach. Risk to human health from
contaminated land is dealt with by other authorities.

4

Score
(-3 to +3)
0

0

0
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Chapter 3: The Future of Our Town Centres
The environmental report, prepared to inform the LDP Main Issues report, identified environmental challenges and opportunities – the environmental
objectives – for the LDP topic of “The Future of Our Town Centres”; this topic was the key area of change with respect to the Modified-Plan Chapter Town
Centres and Retailing. Box 3.1 reproduces the identified challenges and opportunities for this issue. These were integrated as environmental objectives for
the purposes of a summary sustainability appraisal of the MIR. Table 3.1 demonstrates how these environmental objectives have been taken into account
for the preparation of the modified LDP.
Box 3.1: Identified Challenges and Opportunities for the Future of Our Town Centres.
Key Environmental Challenges: Air Quality; Physical Fabric; Listed buildings; Noise and Light Pollution.
Key Environmental Opportunities: Physical Fabric, Improved naturalness and Heritage Assets; CO2 Reduction.

Table 3.1 How the Environmental Objectives have been Taken into Account for the Modified LDP

3.1.1

3.1.2

3.1.3

Environmental Objective

Comment and Score (-3 to +3)

Identify and promote
opportunities for the provision of
green roofs, where possible.

No change in policy approach. The information was used to inform new design
guidance for town centres. There is a separate table which considers this in this
chapter. In summary though, consideration has to also be given for appropriate and
complementary materials, particularly in terms of conservation and heritage.

0

It is acknowledged that there are now permitted developments for microrenewables. In
terms of identification and promotion, there is now a climate change policy that reflects
building standards.

0

Identify and promote
opportunities for the provision of
renewable energy, where
possible.
Identify and promote
opportunities for the provision of
heritage assets, where possible.

3.1.4

Avoid Development which could
risk air quality degradation.

3.1.5

Identify and promote
opportunities to reduce noise and
light pollution.

There are a suite of policies on heritage assets that are applicable for town centres. The
opportunities have been provided to wider agencies and sections within planning
services. This is being used as a level to secure conservation-regeneration funding.
Triggers were and still are in place to address any potential for further air quality
degradation. The plan has not identified any risks but will continue to monitor this
aspect of development.
Policy elsewhere in the LDP – general policy - will seek to reduce any noise and light
pollution which may emerge from new development to an acceptable level.

5

Score
(+/- 3)

0

0
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3.1. Representations on this Issue
There were several representations made in response to the sustainability appraisal accompanying the MIR which sought a change to the environmental
objectives presented in the MIR. This was to include “biomass” to the list of renewable energy sources. Secondly, the use of “BEETLE” (Biological and
Environmental Evaluation Tools for Landscape Ecology) modelling was recommended with reference to identifying the green network. This is reflected in
Tables 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 respectively.
Historic Scotland

It should be noted that there is the potential for damage to historic fabric through events such as erosion and the consequences of climate change. We
agree that the historic environment can play an important role in the regeneration of town centres and support the recognition of this in the assessment.
Response: The baseline in terms of historic events and predictions of the impacts of climate change is still a young science. North Ayrshire Council is
working to support research on this matter that can allow confidence in decision-making in this regard. Actions in relation to climate change will form
supplementary guidance. As will be seen elsewhere, the supplementary guidance will be accompanied with its own environmental assessment which will
allow more detailed analysis on this issue.
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Chapter 4: Rural, Coast and Island Development
The environmental report, prepared to inform the LDP Main Issues report, identified environmental challenges and opportunities – the environmental
objectives – for the LDP topic of “Rural, Coast and Island Development”. This does not have its own chapter within the modified plan. Rather it is
absorbed throughout all of the plan. Box 4.1 reproduces the identified challenges and opportunities for this issue.
Box 4.1: Identified challenges and opportunities for Rural, Coast and Island Development
Key environmental challenges: Habitat fragmentation and loss of habitat; flood risk; perhaps noise and light pollution
Key opportunities: Promotion of naturalness, where possible.
Table 4.1 demonstrates how these environmental objectives have been taken into account for the preparation of the modified LDP.
Table 4.1 How the Environmental Objectives have been Taken into Account for the Modified LDP
Environmental
Objective
4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

Avoid areas at risk of
flooding

Avoid habitat fragmentation

Promote naturalness

Comment

Score (+/- 3)

SEPA flood maps have been used to avoid areas at risk of flooding. Only a few
sites indicate that some areas will be prone to a 1:200 year flooding event in
part. These areas can be better defined and avoided through detailed site
planning (see infrastructure requirements within modified plan).
Consultation with SNH has advised ways in which the LDP could support the
Central Green Network. Supplementary Guidance will be prepared on this
national development after its implications for policy-making have been set out.
The Plan will carry forward existing protective policies concerning natural
conservation. No further change or improvement to the plan at this stage
Policies for the natural environment seek to protect the scenic idyll of the
landscape from inappropriate development as well as encourage sensitive
landscaping, where possible. This approach is unchanged from existing
frameworks.
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4.1 Representations on this Issue
Historic Scotland

Rural, Coastal and Island Development
Although the historical heritage is identified in the rapid assessment as having a potentially significant effects the reasoning for this is not outlined in the
supporting information below. I would agree that there is a potential for significant effects: positive effects from the opportunities to re-use listed buildings
and negative effects from the potential for damage to heritage features and their setting (e.g. coastal erosion and inappropriate development). Although I
acknowledge that this is summarised in the conclusion where the report states that development in these areas has the potential for impacting upon
environmentally sensitive sites.
Response: We identified the potential for significant effects. The plan has avoided significant negative-effects. However it has not been able to assist in
significant positive influence for these issues. Notwithstanding this, it is appreciated to have this narrative and will be added in future scoping iterations.
The information will be also be used to influence other plans and programmes that would have influence on the emerging climate-change challenge.
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Chapter 5: How Much Housing and Where?
The environmental report, prepared to inform the LDP Main Issues report, identified environmental challenges and opportunities – the environmental
objectives – for the MIR topic of “How Much Housing and Where”; this is the key area of change to the Housing Chapter of the new LDP. The key
environmental objectives for this issue were identified as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

to
to
to
to
to
to

avoid good quality agricultural land
avoid areas of flood risk
avoid ecologically protected areas
avoid areas of protected green/open space
enhance and preserve areas of defined cultural heritage (see Table 5.4),
avoid areas whose development could affect water bodies at risk from degradation of character

Table 5.1 demonstrates how these environmental objectives have been taken into account for the preparation of the modified LDP.
Table 5.1 How the Environmental Objectives have been Taken into Account for the Modified LDP
Environmental Objective

Comment

5.1.1

To avoid good quality agricultural land.

5.1.2

To avoid areas of flood risk.

See Chapter 8: Loss of Good Quality Agricultural Land
SEPA flood maps have been used to avoid areas at risk of flooding. Only a few sites
indicate that some areas will be prone to a 1:200 year flooding event in part. These
areas can be better defined and avoided through detailed site planning.

5.1.3

To avoid ecologically protected areas.
To avoid areas of protected green/open
space.

5.1.4

5.1.5

5.1.6

To enhance and preserve areas of
defined cultural heritage.
To avoid areas where development
could affect water bodies at risk of
degradation of character.

Score
(+/- 3)
0
3

Ecologically protected areas have been avoided.

3

Protected areas of open space have been avoided.

3

Defined areas of cultural heritage include conservations areas, listed buildings,
scheduled monuments, designed landscapes and historic gardens. The policies which
relate to these areas have been carried forward from the previous Plan and collectively
seek to protect the built and historic environment from adverse effects and enhance its
quality through physical improvements where possible.

3

Consultation with SEPA on new development proposals should ensure that there is no
detriment to water quality.

3
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5.1 Representations on this Issue
Historic Scotland

It is clear from the areas for growth identified in the MIR that the historic environment has been considered in developing the options for housing and
business development. As noted above however, it would have been helpful if the reasons for the rejection of certain alternatives had been included in the
report in greater detail. This is because it would have allowed specific mitigation measures to be identified should any of the areas that are not preferred
for development be taken forward in the Modified Plan. I have detailed some site specific comments and our view on the potential environmental effect
below (see Table 5.2).
Table 5.2: Historic Scotland’s Comments to Specific Areas and NAC Responses

Specific HS Issues

NAC Response

Kilwinning Town Centre
Kilwinning Abbey is a scheduled monument, category A listed building and a Property in the Care of
Scottish Ministers (Pic). The area to the north of the Abbey has been defined as an area centre and we
consider that any retail development should consider the setting of this prominent building.

Policy HE 2 'Listed Buildings' in the
Modified Plan includes provision
for development in the setting of a
listed building. It states that
proposals that would have an
adverse impact on a listed building
or its setting will not accord with
the Plan.

Near Perceton

Annick Lodge Garden and Designed Landscape
An area to the North of Perceton mains has been identified a preferred location for housing. I note that a
larger area to the north has been considered for housing but been rejected due to environmental impacts.
This larger allocation, and that around High Armsheugh, would encircle the S and W of the Annick Lodge
Garden and Designed Landscape (GDL) and we consider that this could have a significant impact on the
setting of this site. We therefore agree with the preferred location at Perceton Farm, although it will remain
important that the setting of the GDL is considered as proposals come forward in this location.
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Fairlie
An area to the east of the existing land allocation at Fairlie has been considered for development. Fairlie
Castle, a scheduled monument (index no. 317) sits immediately to the south of this and the Kelburn Castle
GDL is situated immediately to the north. We consider that development in this location could have a
significant impact on the setting of both Fairlie castle and the Kelburn Castle GDL.

Stevenson
An area adjacent to Kerelaw Castle, which is a scheduled monument (index no. 7864), has been identified
as a preferred location for housing. We consider that development in this location has the potential to
impact upon the setting of this monument. However, we acknowledge that this could be mitigated through
the provision of a buffer around the castle and Kerelaw Glen which would serve to retain open space in its
immediate vicinity. This may involve amending the boundaries of the potential development area and the
provision of detailed developer requirements.
Brodick
Various areas to the south of the existing Brodick settlement have been identified as a preferred location
for housing. Some of these areas are in close proximity to the East Mayish standing stone (index no. 4903).
The standing stone is a prominent feature on raised ground and at present retains open views in most
directions. Housing in the area immediately to the north of the standing stone would have a significant
negative impact upon the setting of this monument.
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The proposal at Ladies Walk is
provided for under the existing,
adopted Plan. Historic Scotland
have been fully consulted at all
stages and will continue to be to
minimise any impact on the
historic and cultural environment.
A substantial woodland buffer is
already in existence around the
castle and this will remain. The
proposed allocation is not in sight
of the castle.

Policy HE 4 'Scheduled Ancient
Monuments' in the Modified Plan
includes provision for development
which would affect the site or
setting of a monument. It states
that proposals which would
adversely affect such areas shall
not accord with the Plan.
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Chapter 6: Providing Infrastructure
The environmental report, prepared to inform the LDP Main Issues report, identified environmental challenges and opportunities – the environmental
objectives – for the MIR topic of “Providing Infrastructure”. This topic is the key area of change with respect to the Modified-LDP Chapter “Infrastructure”.
Box 6.1: Identified challenges and opportunities for Providing Infrastructure
Key Environmental Challenges: Perhaps localised noise and light pollution; Consideration of habitats and species at most risk; in
particular bats and birds. Avoidance of areas where wind-turbine installation can re-introduce carbon to the atmosphere
Key Opportunity: Reduction of fossil fuel usage can contribute to climate change reduction.
Table 6.1 How the Environmental Objectives have been Taken into Account for the Modified LDP
Environmental Objective
6.1.1

Conserve and enhance the amenity of
green infrastructure

6.1.2

Improve the coast for habitat connectivity,
as part of green networks.

6.1.3

Identify and promote opportunities to
reduce noise and light pollution

6.1.4

6.1.5

Identify an area which maximises all four
renewable energy sources of solar,
geothermal, wind and biomass
Use the greenspace audit as a mechanism
to connect (i) coast with Glasgow through
the Garnock Valley; and (ii) coast with
Inverclyde using the national cycle route
and with reference to BEETLE modelling.

Comment and Score (-3 to +3)
This objective will hopefully be delivered via
Supplementary Guidance: Open Space. It is still being
considered.
This objective will hopefully be delivered via
Supplementary Guidance: Open Space.
No change in policy approach. The General Policy states
that new development should not have an unacceptable
impact on amenity through noise or light pollution.

Score
(+/- 3)
1
2
0

Not achieved. Financial constraints prevented an
investigative search of geothermal potential in the area

0

This objective will largely be delivered via
Supplementary Guidance: Open Space, which will have
its own environmental assessment.

1
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6.1 Representations on this Issue
There were several representations made in response to the sustainability appraisal accompanying the MIR which sought a change to the environmental
objectives presented. This was to include “biomass” to the list of renewable energy sources; this is included within objective 6.1.4. Secondly, the use of
“BEETLE” (Biological and Environmental Evaluation Tools for Landscape Ecology) modelling was recommended with reference to identifying the green
network. Objective 6.1.5 reflects this recommendation.
Historic Scotland

The implications of providing infrastructure should identify the potential for negative effects for the historic environment. For example, transport
interventions, microrenewables and large scale wind energy developments can have significant negative effects on the setting of heritage features
Response: Note from Table 3.1.3 that there are now permitted developments for microrenewables and this outwith the LDP scope of influence.
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Chapter 7: Hunterston
This chapter reflects the current knowledge and understanding relating to proposals arising out of NPF2 the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan
(N-RIP) for Hunterston. It also reflects the power and remit of locus that North Ayrshire is expected to have in relation to taking account of these. NPF II
and N-RIP feature the following Developments










Clean coal fired power station and fuel storage yard;
Maritime container transhipment hub;
Maritime construction and decommissioning yard;
Biomass/gas fired power station;
Energy and downstream industrial development relative to the above uses;
New grid connections to support sub-sea electricity transmission;
Associated environmental works
Integrated manufacture of marine renewables development; and
Wind turbine test centre of national significance.

The adopted North Ayrshire (excluding Isle of Arran) Local Plan identified land at Hunterston extending as far south as Farland Head/ Portencross Road
(excluding Goldberry Hill). This boundary area emerged from a Notification Direction Order dating from 1971 as issued by the then Secretary of State,
made due to the unique facilities of the site in particular deep water capable of accommodating the very largest vessels and the potential for development
of the oil and gas, and steel fabrication industries.
The LDP requires to take account of NPF II and NRIP. NPF2 is not site specific and does not allocate a specific boundary area, although it does provide
reference to the location of the National Development being 'adjoining the existing bulk handling terminal and maritime construction yard at Hunterston,
Ayrshire'. The Council has chosen not to include provision for clean coal fired, gas fired or biomass fired power generation at Hunterston.
From an environmental context, North Ayrshire Council has to make informed policy decisions relating to the site in which it sits, and the environmental
impacts associated with it.
Table 7.1 presents the strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats (SWOT) analysis of the Hunterston issue. It demonstrates a need to seek mitigation of
the identified environmental effects of significance. The loss of the sand-flats on and the potential carbon dioxide emissions from the site have emerged as
the significant impacts arising which NAC has to consider. Another environmental effect arises from the particulates which will be emitted from the site.
However, in this case, the emissions are expected to be considered through consultation at the appropriate level with experts at SEPA, who have access to
more robust, precise and accurate emissions modelling.
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Table 7.1: Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats in Relation to Hunterston and the new North Ayrshire Local Development Plan
STRENGTHS
(Current state of the Environment)
A deep sea port, which promotes non-surface traffic

WEAKNESSES
(Current State of the Environment)
The health and atmospheric effects of the clean coal element of the
development remain unclear, but is being addressed by SEPA

SSSI includes mudflats which are intrinsically important for
biodiversity; mudflats attract wildfowl
OPPORTUNITIES
(what this plan can deliver)
To consider the mitigation of environmental effects through policy
review according to the following hierarchical principles:
i. avoid
ii. reduce
iii. mitigate
iv. compensate

THREATS
(evolution without the plan)
Development pressure
 SSSI mudflats

The boundary area contained within the Modified LDP has been reduced from that contained within the adopted Local Plan to exclude land to the south of
the electricity pylons which terminate at Hunterston. This was considered to provide a logical boundary for any future development proposals, and retain
sufficient land to meet the requirements set out by the Scottish Government (NPF2) and Scottish Enterprise (NRIP). In order to maximise the long-term
economic opportunities of the site, the modified LDP has made provision to ensure that all Development proposals “safeguard the wider potential for
development within the designated industrial site”. It can be assumed that in order to do this the plan itself may be unable to avoid, or indeed reduce, the
losses summarised in Table 7.1 in accommodating the proposed uses for Hunterston as outlined in NPF2 (with the exception of power generation).
The substantial loss of all or part of the SSSI would be significant. In terms of this report it now becomes important to describe the site in more detail, to
explain the potential significant effects and then to address any opportunities to offset this.
In summary, to provide for NPF II and NRIP the site at Hunterston:



may be unable to avoid loss of SSSI
has been reduced as far as possible to account for the SSSI and the, without detriment to long-term economic benefit of the site

15
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Description of the Area Affected
The Portencross SSSI extends over an area of 480 Hectares (over 580 football pitches). The loss associated with accommodating NPF II and NRIP is 290
Hectares (or over 349 football pitches).
Portencross Coast, lying between Portencross and Fairlie, is one of the best examples of semi-natural coastal woodland and intertidal sandflats habitat in
North Ayrshire. The sandflats at Portencross extend for over 4km along the coast, and are subdivided by the site’s industrial developments.
The marine construction yard and the coal terminal conveyor extend beyond the Mean Low Water Springs and subdivide the sandflats at Portencross into
three discrete areas: Hunterston Sands, Southannan Sands and Fairlie Sands. The sandflats are mainly composed of fine to medium sheltered sands, with
a small area of mud/silt at Fairlie Sands.
Eelgrass
Extensive areas of dwarf eelgrass found on the sandflats are a biologically and structurally important component of the intertidal sediment flats at this site.
The eelgrass (Zostera noltii) habitat is of UK national ecological importance.
Eelgrass stabilises the sandflat as well as providing shelter and a base for many organisms. Where the habitat is well developed the leaves may be
colonised by a rich variety of small species. The shelter provided by seagrass beds makes them important nursery areas for economically important fish
and shellfish.
Addressing the Significant Environmental Effects
It may not be possible to avoid the loss of some of the SSSI, and the potential loss could be significant. The remaining choices are either offsetting the
loss or to seek compensation.
To offset the loss, the ideal situation would be to locate a site where mudflat habitat could be created within the local area. However this is not possible
as such areas require large areas of shallow gradients from shore to the sea. There are no other suitable locations to create such habitat within North
Ayrshire. North Ayrshire Council is therefore left with two alternatives:



Locate as close to the site as possible another site which could be created as mudflat of good ecological status or
It is requested that a compensation fund be raised through the development to forward biodiversity in the local area.

These two options, although emerging here, have been considered by the LDP economic report, which has determined that a restoration or creation of
mudflats elsewhere – that is, outside North Ayrshire’s jurisdiction - would be detrimental to potential tourism flow to North Ayrshire.

16
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There are many other areas of priority within North Ayrshire with specific reference to the local biodiversity action plan (LBAP). The LBAP process did not
specifically prioritise mudflats, rather the coastal habitat as a whole.
Given the above, this environmental report therefore recommends that compensation be provided as a biodiversity fund to address LBAP priorities for
North Ayrshire.
7.1 Environmental Objectives for Hunterston:
1. Provide compensation to loss of habitat in the form of a biodiversity fund if loss of the SSSI cannot be avoided.
7.2 How the Plan is taking Account of this Issue
The modified plan has gone as far as to account for NPF II and NRIP. However the industrial allocation at Hunterston will be subjected to supplementary
planning guidance. This will consider the issues above in greater detail; it will also have its own accompanying environmental assessment.
Supplementary planning guidance will also consider developer contribution. This will consider the legal basis for a biodiversity fund.

17
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8. Loss of Good Quality Agricultural Land
The accompanying environmental report for the LDP Main Issues Report stated the following with respect to the topic of “How Much Housing and
Where?”:

North Ayrshire council has always tried to avoid “prime” agricultural land, according to the definitions supplied by the Macauley Institute; 1, 2 and 3.1
land. Below 3.1 classifications was considered lower quality. This may not be considered prime, but could still be considered “good”. The maps on pages
21-26 demonstrate that many of the preferred options do encroach onto “good” quality agricultural land and this occurs in every sub-market area. This
has to be described as a significant impact. However, the priority sites criteria, that accompany the MIR, suggest that such encroachment should be
avoided in most areas. However, in certain areas — in particular the North Coast — there may be situations where the use of good quality agricultural land
cannot be avoided. To what extent the use of good agricultural land will be encroached onto is still uncertain at this stage. It has to be stated here that, in
particular with the North Coast, good agricultural land is compromised to save landscape value of the area. This requires further consideration as to which
of these objectives (agricultural land vs landscape) is more important and whether there are other options that can avoid both. The environmental report
that will accompany the modified plan will detail in more certainty the extent of encroachment, together with the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce
and as fully as possible offset any significant adverse effects on the environment of implementing the plan or programme.
Since the publication of this environmental report, there has been a substantial change to the proposed allocation of land for housing, particularly in the
North Coast. The Council has taken account of the information relating to the loss of good quality environmental land by preparing the following policy in
the modified plan:
“Include in plan making a presumption against greenfield land allocation where there is suitable brownfield land in the sub-Housing Market Area”.
As such, the area of loss of good quality agricultural land has been reduced considerably, as Table 7.1 highlights. It demonstrates a 71% reduction in such
a loss.
One other site – Lawhill Farm, West Kilbride - was highlighted as a preferred option in the MIR, but it was classified as “Prime” agricultural land; the
highest category. During the period between the MIR and the modified plan this site was considered in greater detail. To this end correspondence was
received from the Scottish Agricultural College. The letter can be read in full in Appendix F, but in summary it highlights a considerable risk for any attempt
to use this land for prime purposes, for example cereal crops; high rainfall, slope, exposure to high wind and erosion being the contributing factors to this
risk. As such the significance of this loss is much reduced.
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7.1b Good Quality Agricultural Land on
Allocated (Modified Plan) Sites

7.1a Good Quality Agricultural Land in
Preferred Option (MIR) Areas
LCCODE
2.0
3.1
3.2
4.1
4.2

AREA
9.7910
172.8880
189.0080
13.8270
8.2530
393.77

OF TOTAL
63.73
3122.31
6433.74
3697.06
1488.34
14805.19

LCCODE
3.1
3.2
4.1
4.2

%age
15.36%
5.54%
2.94%
0.37%
0.55%
2.66%

AREA
34.088
80.398
0.832
0.793
116.11

OF TOTAL
3122.31
6433.74
3697.06
1488.34
14805.19

%age
1.09%
1.25%
0.02%
0.05%
0.78%

Table 7.1 Comparison of Loss of Good Quality Agricultural Land between the modified LDP and the main issues report recommendation. The codes represent Macaulay land use categories, with the lowest numbers representing the highest
quality. Note code 2.0 is no longer present for the modified plan.

Notwithstanding this, there is still some loss of good quality agricultural land and this could be considered significant. The development of good quality
agricultural land cannot be avoided given the housing land requirement to be met, together with the need for a range and choice of housing sites (see the
Social Report1 and the Housing Need and Demand Assessment2). There was also the limited availability of brownfield land in some areas (see the
environment appraisal maps on pages 21-26).
There is a distinction between prime and good-quality agricultural land. In the assessment process, prime agricultural land is considered of very high
importance and good-quality agricultural land considered of high importance.
Prime agricultural land was avoided at a strategic level by the decision to limit the level of development which would be directed to the North Coast.
Within this area, there is only one land allocation which impacts on prime agricultural land (Lawhill Farm), although the view of the Scottish Agricultural
College is that as grazing land it is questionable whether it should be considered prime3.
Of the other sites which impact on good agricultural soil, the areas in question are so small that their magnitude of impact is minor. This is because only a
small area of good quality agricultural land is used compared to the surrounding site. As such the integrity of the agricultural land is not compromised. It
can be concluded that the individual sites in question will have no significant effect on the soil resource.

1
2
3

North Ayrshire Council Proposed Local Development Plan Social Report Accessed from www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk/localplans)
North Ayrshire Council Proposed Local Development Plan Housing Need and Demand Assessment Accessed from www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk/localplans)
Letter from Scottish Agricultural College to North Ayrshire Council with statement on land and Lawhill Farm – See Appendix F)
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Nevertheless there is an area of good quality agricultural soil lost. Considered together this would be a loss of attribute to North Ayrshire - the ability to
grow local crops. It is considered this cumulative effect (an area equivalent to over 160 football pitches) is significant and therefore must be addressed.
To understand and address the issues, it is important to describe what the significant effects are. Current practice requests this is addressed through
describing it in terms of ecosystem services4.
Agricultural land provides the following ecosystem-services:
(a) Provisioning services:
(i) Food - arable crops and meat
(ii) Fibre - mainly from livestock
(iii) Fuel - bio-mass crops for energy
(b) Regulating services
(i) Erosion control - soil conservation
(ii) Climate regulation - storing carbon
(iii) Water purification and regulation - buffering run-off from fields.
(c) Cultural services
(i) Social relations - rural employment
(ii) Sense of place - pride in quality product
(iii) Recreation - walking, field sports, gardening, trips to the park - benefits health and well-being.
(iv) Aesthetic values - landscape
(v) Charismatic species
(d) Supporting services
(i) Primary production - converting sunlight and CO2 into plant growth and oxygen
(ii) Soil formation
(iii) Nutrient cycling - recycling organic matter and nutrients
(iv) Pollination

4

Power AG (2010) Ecosystem Services and Agriculture: Trade-offs and Synergies Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society Accessed from http://www.bis.gov.uk/foresight/our-work/projects/current-projects/global-food-and-farming-

futures/~/media/BISPartners/Foresight/docs/food-and-farming/drivers/dr7a-ecosystem-services-and-agriculture.ashx March 17th 2011.
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8.1 Addressing the Significant Environmental Effects
It is recognised that there is potential to improve derelict or vacant land to good quality status. This report recommends that a feasibility study be
undertaken to identify suitable areas of land that can match in area the loss of agricultural land from new housing development. It is recommended that
this feasibility study informs the environmental report that will be prepared for Supplementary Guidance for Green Networks. Such feasibility must
recognise the costs involved in acquiring land and restoring it. Without finance applying this form of mitigation would be difficult.
The economic report suggests that one mechanism to acquire funding to mitigate the loss of the ecosystem services described above is to seek developer
contribution to restore derelict or vacant land. The scope for this in terms of legality, cost implications, etc. will be investigated in more detail as part of a
forthcoming report on developer contributions.
This adoption statement therefore does not have all the information it requires to unequivocally state whether developer contribution can be sought for
this purpose, and therefore seeks views on other alternative means to compensate for the loss of land if developer contribution cannot be used.
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SECTION II: POLICIES CARRIED FORWARD from the CURRENT PLAN
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Chapter 9: Policy Review
This chapter highlights a significant review of policies carried over from the current local plans for Arran and North Ayrshire (excluding Arran). These were
not previously included as it was expressed that they were not considered as main issues or key areas of change. During the time between the main issues
report and this modified plan, the local development plan team reviewed these policies, amending and consolidating them. This review and amendment of
policies could have changed the policies quite significantly. It was therefore important to ensure that such changes took account of the environmental –
and social economic – reports and, even, a requirement for a more detailed assessment. In that regard a “trigger table” was produced (Table 9.1). This
table provided guidance as to what action to consider if the policies were changing and whether those changes were minor, intermediate or major.
For completeness the full review is provided in Appendix D. The table highlights the name of the new policy and the existing policy. In many cases the
names remain the same and, generally, it can be highlighted here that the scope and strategy of the policy was not changing.
In terms of demonstrating the environmental effects of these, the monitoring statement5, prepared at the beginning of the LDP process demonstrated the
effectiveness of current policies; it did not highlight any significant environmental effects arising as a result of implementing the current plan. As there was
no pressure to change these policies, it was not considered reasonable to change or adjust unnecessarily.
Conclusion
There has been a comprehensive review of the changes to existing policies, that were not considered main issues or key areas of change, as the LDP
developed. During this review triggers were in place to guide the LDP team to the environmental report to make the policies more effective
environmentally; reflecting a similar process for social and economic considerations. Where changes were made they have been highlighted together with
the reasoning. Considered holistically it can be concluded there are no additional significant-environmental effects identified. The previous policies have
been demonstrated in the LDP monitoring statement to be effective in avoiding detrimental environmental effects.

5
http://www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk/Documents/CorporateServices/LegalProtective/LocalDevelopmentPlan/MonitoringStatement.pdf
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Policy Review
Policies Carried Forward
Consolidation with no change in terms of
scope and strategy
Consolidation with no major change in
terms of scope and strategy

Major changes to scope and strategy

Implications
No review of sustainability reports
Is there scope to make the policies better by reflecting the new information within the
social/economic/environmental reports
Review social/economic/environmental reports to judge possible implications
was the minor issue that sparked this change listed anywhere in the reports
Revise SWOT (or attractors/resistors in economic report
Does this require a new objective or an amendment to an existing one
Note changes to reports
MAKE THE POLICIES BETTER BY REFLECTING NEW INFORMATION WITHIN THE
SOCIAL/ECONOMIC/ENVIRONENTAL REPORTS
Should have been picked up as a main issue and contained within the sustainability
reports. If not, consider parking as SPG or an action programme. If this is not possible,
then a full appraisal process may need to be considered
MAKE THE POLICIES BETTER BY REFLECTING NEW INFORMATION WITHIN THE
SOCIAL/ECONOMIC/ENVIRONENTAL REPORTS

Table 9.1: Criteria to Review Policies with Respect to New Environmental Assessment
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SECTION III: RESPONSES to the
MAIN ISSUES ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
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Chapter 10: Responses to the Environmental Report for the LDP Main Issues
This section addresses the comments that were supplied during the Main Issues Report stage of the Local Development Plan. There were three specifically
supplied, one each by the three statutory consultation authorities (Scottish Environmental Protection Agency, Historic Scotland and Scottish Natural
Heritage). Further comments were provided by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.
The comments are provided in Table 11.1 with NAC responses alongside. Some comments were specific to a main issue and these were placed within the
respective chapter of this report.

1.

SEPA
The Main Issues Report (MIR) considers 5 main issues,
under each of these main issues key questions are
addressed and different options for each question are
considered. The ER provides a high level assessment for
each issue. It is not clear however, how the ER assessment
influenced the preferred options for each key question.

NAC Response
Professional judgement was used to select the preferred options with
reference to our agreed objectives given that all options (with the
exception of housing) were environmentally neutral?

We would have expected the ER to have provided an
assessment of the alternatives and a justification as to why
the preferred option was chosen.
2.

The Scoping Report referred to the use of a numerically
weighted system (Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis), the ER
should provide full details of this method.
The ER refers to this system but no further details are
given.

The use of MCDA would have been triggered were there insufficient
land available. As it transpired landscape could have been
compromised – creating a significant detrimental economic effect;
protecting landscape was a recognised economic factor. As such the
only environmental factor to be affected was good-quality agricultural
land. This could also be viewed as the factor with the least-weight
applied, were a full MCDA method be demonstrated.
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3.

It was considered that it might be difficult to attribute a
level of importance to issues such as water and air. There
were also concerns regards the difficulty in determining
what percentage of an attribute is affected.
Appendix B sets out details of the refined significance
assessment methodology. It is still unclear, however, how
a level of importance is to be attributed to environmental
issues such as air and water.
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There is a clear reference to peer-reviewed literature on this
methodology. Air quality was adapted from the original methodology
that considered water.
In terms of air quality there are other trigger

4.

It is expected that the ER will set out alternative sets of
proposals for assessment. The ER only sets out alternative
sets of proposals for the “How much housing and where?”
issue.

The assessment considered all the reasonable alternatives but
concluded that none demonstrated any significant environmental
effects.

5.

It was recommended that a Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA) is carried out to inform the
Development Planning Process.

SEPA have since agreed that our work in relation to flooding
represents SFRA. Email correspondence to substantiate that is
available.

SEPA’s Indicative River and Coastal Flood map has been
used as a starting point to map constraints. We welcome
the spatial representation of flood risk on the environmental
appraisal plans. The Flood Map provides an indication of
the 1 in 200 year (0.5% annual probability) return period
flood extent for both riverine and coastal flooding and
provides a useful overview of flood risk for the area. The
indicative map is a good basis for a Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA) however this information could be
supported and complemented by other easily derived or
readily available information in relation to flood risk from
Local Authorities for example information on historical flood
events or the impact of flood alleviation schemes. An SFRA
could also identify priority areas for more detailed analysis
in the future.

This is something that should be noted in the Modified Plan along
with other site specific additional requirements, particularly given the
high profile of flood risk at present.
Where FRAs are requested, this does not necessarily mean an
extensive assessment. In some cases, it may be that there is a minor
watercourse running through or close to the site. All that may be
required is for the FRA to prove that risk is not significant.
For any site where a watercourse runs through it, this should be left
open for access purposes. Where the watercourse is culverted, the
culvert should be opened up if possible. New culverts will not
generally be supported.
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6.

7.

It is understood that the impact on the environment was
assessed by looking at the magnitude of impact against the
importance of an attribute. It would have been useful to
have had some further information on how the importance
of an environmental attribute was measured. It is unclear
whether this method will only cover designated areas and
risks to non-designated areas/features of the environment
will be assessed by the set of environmental objectives set
out in box 5.1.
It appears that the environmental objectives have only been
used to assess the “How much housing and where?” issue,
however they are also relevant to the assessment of the
other issues. We welcome the spatial use of the
environmental objectives on environmental appraisal plans
to identify constraints. It would however have been useful
for maps to be included for all of the issues

8.

Alternatives: It would have been useful if an assessment on
the alternatives for all of the different issues was presented
in the ER rather than only for the “How much housing and
where?” issue. The ER discusses the general environmental
impacts of each of the issues however it is not clear how
the SEA influenced the preferred option for each issue.

9.

It is not always clear how the conclusions of the assessment
have been arrived at. It would have been useful if further
justification of the conclusions was given in the ER. For
example section 2.3 which summarises the potential
environmental effects for the issue of “New Uses for Old
Sites” states that this topic is unlikely to significantly impact
on waste or waste production, nor would it be significant for
air quality. The change of use from an industrial use to
residential/mixed use or vice versa would significantly

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

A hierarchy of international, national, regional and local designations
itself demonstrates the degree of importance placed upon each of
these sites; each of these designations has a set of criteria which
assesses whether a site should be designated within these categories
or not. A scientific assessment has to trust these criteria to assess a
degree of importance of an individual site.
We would welcome suggestions to make these categories more
robust.
We note from the Environmental (Scotland) Act 2005 that the word
“objective” does not appear anywhere. The setting of objectives for
assessment is one method of assessment. Notwithstanding this NAC
aimed to separate positive and negative potential for significant
environmental effects. This was recorded as “challenges” and
“opportunities” within the MIR environmental report. These have
been incorporated into this plan to demonstrate how each of these –
objectives under another name – have been taken account in terms
of policy development. Where appropriate they have been used in
consideration of the plan as a whole e.g. screening those policies
being carried forward from the previous plan.
The assessment considered all the reasonable alternatives but
concluded- except where indicated (i.e. housing) - that none of the
reasonable alternatives could demonstrate any significant
environmental effects.

It is agreed that the change from one use to another can produce a
change in effects, for example from industrial to domestic waste.
Notwithstanding this the overall aim of the LDP is to plan for a stable
population; taken strategically, this should not result in a major
change in waste as a result of this plan.
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change the type and quantity of waste produced, it would
also have an impact on air quality.
10.

Flood Risk
Section 2.5 states that; “ Changes of use could add flooding
pressure, however this cannot be quantified as the change
of use would primarily be “mixed use” development, which
is a necessary vague and highly variable construct. Flood
risk assessment could therefore not be carried out at this
stage. There is therefore still a risk of exacerbation of
flooding pressure further down catchments.”

The land is derelict and not in any use. We are aiming for a stable
population. We conclude that the waste would follow normally trends
for the population. Therefore there will be no significant effect on
waste positive or negative.

We would not entirely agree with this statement. We would
agree that the impacts of flooding on social, cultural,
economic and environmental interests are difficult to
quantify at this stage for example a change of use from
industrial use to a mixed use could potentially result in an
increase in the number of buildings and people at risk of
flooding. An initial study of flood risk however can be
carried out to give an indication of the probability of
flooding. This can then be used to indicate potential
constraints to development, identify potentially suitable
uses, limitations to alterations of landform, etc. The Scottish
Planning Policy (SPP) risk framework could be used as a
basis for planning decision making in relation to flood risk
and ensuring that flood risk is appropriately considered and
managed.
10.

Mitigation: It is noted that the environmental assessment
has concluded that there will be no significantly –negative
environmental effects arising. The ER has however
identified a number of key environmental challenges; the
ER should make it clear how the plan will deal with these
challenges. One of the most important ways to mitigate
significant environmental effects identified through the

These challenges reflects the current state of the environment and
the evolution without the plan. This assessment has to consider the
environmental effects of implementing the plan. If there has been
little opportunity to address the identified challenges, at this stage,
we have to conclude that the plan would have no significant effect on
the environment.
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11.

12.

13.
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assessment is to make changes to the plan itself so that
significant effects are avoided. The Environmental Report
should therefore identify any changes made to the plan as a
result of the environmental assessment.

We hope that the replication of tables highlighting how the plan has
taken account of the key challenges and opportunities (i.e. objectives)
demonstrates how the plan has taken account of the environmental
assessment.

We consider that mitigation is a crucial part of SEA in that it
offers an opportunity to not only address potential adverse
effects of a plan, but also to make a plan even more
positive than it already may be.

We should also point out that the environmental report for the MIR
was prepared alongside the development of the plan. The plan was
not prepared and then assessed. Rather the plan was prepared with
reference to three sustainability reports to guide the evolution of the
plan.

Monitoring: We welcome the inclusion of a monitoring
framework outlining the challenges and opportunities and
how they are to be monitored. It is understood that the
compatibility of the allocations made on the basis of the
Indicative River & Coastal Flood Map (Scotland) will be
compared with the new flood maps. We have produced a
briefing note on the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act
2009 which is available on our website and includes useful
information on the dates for the production of flood risk
advice including the new flood hazard and flood risk maps.
As well as using the flood maps for monitoring we would
expect monitoring of flood risk to look at historical flood
events, and the success of flood risk policies in the LDP.
We encourage the MIR to examine issues from a spatial
perspective as much as possible however we would also
expect a general flood risk policy this is particularly
important for non-allocated sites.

NAC is aware of this briefing note and has downloaded a copy from
the website.

There are currently no air quality management areas
(AQMA’s) in North Ayrshire thus this might not be the best
monitoring indicator. It may be better to monitor the
effects of the LDP on air quality by for example monitoring
any significant changes in level or movement of traffic in
the area as a result of a plan allocation

This is being considered at a more wider scale in terms of carbon
management and climate-change mitigation

Road traffic assessment triggers have been prepared and are included
in the infrastructure section of the LDP.
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14.

Next Steps: It is not clear whether a further ER on the
modified plan is proposed. It is noted that policies
protecting the built and natural environment and other
development management policies are already in place and
will be carried forward in the new LDP. It is likely that
some of these policies will have to be updated to take into
account new or updated legislation and national planning
policies/guidance which have been introduced after the
adoption of the adopted local plan. It may be that these
changes will require a SEA to be carried out.
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This report has provided in Section II an appraisal of the current
policies to demonstrate:
they have not radically changed
no significant effects have been identified
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Representation from Scottish Natural Heritage
SNH prepared a policy response which prompted an immediate call for a meeting to clarify the issues that were represented. After a subsequent meeting,
the following communication was sent by SNH:

I write to clarify our response to the Council’s Local Development Plan MIR SEA
and environmental report. We are grateful for the meetings with you since our
initial SEA response of 05 March 2010. These have given us a greater
understanding of the SEA process you are following and its influence upon the
content of the Local Development Plan. We have also now sent you guidance on how to assess the plan against the Habitats Regulations. Therefore I
think we can now focus our comments on the following issues:
1. Hunterston
The environmental report does not draw attention to the huge challenges at
Hunterston in managing the major development proposals for this site alongside the protection of the Portencross Coast SSSI. The Council needs to plan
to protect the SSSI or plan for significant losses to the SSSI. In this respect it might be appropriate to extend the application of the environmental
objectives expressed in the housing section of the environmental report to any major development.
2. Central Scotland Green Network
We think this national project should be reflected more fully in the Local
Development Plan and would welcome further discussion and partnership work to take this forward. We would be happy to take a lead in organising a
meeting for this purpose if you agree that this would be useful and would look to invite Forestry Commission, the Ayrshire Joint planning Unit and the
CSGN Support unit to such a meeting as well as any other relevant partners you identify.
Ross Johnston
Area Manager
Strathclyde & Ayrshire
Scottish Natural Heritage
Caspian House,
Mariner Court,
Clydebank Business Park, Clydebank, G81 2NR
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Taking each in turn, this report has went to a significant amount of effort to give Hunterston its place as a major ecological issue. It has been given its
own chapter and this issue itself went to approval by the council as its own committee paper. This was accompanied by summary environmental and
economic conclusions. The issue regarding Hunterston has not been fully resolved. There will be further supplementary guidance where again the
environmental issues will be considered in greater detail.
In terms of the Green Network, there have been meetings as requested by SNH with the various parties they requested. This would have occurred
anyway, through coordination by the Ayrshire Joint Planning Unit who are committed to ensure equity and fairness in delivering best outcomes for Ayrshire
on this matter. At this time the BEETLE model has not been concluded for Ayrshire. As such the spatial allocation for the green network cannot be made.
Therefore this is another topic to be taken forward as a supplementary action, where it will be accompanied by its own environmental report.
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SECTION IV: MOVING FORWARD THE LDP ACTION PROGRAMME
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11. LDP Action Programme
The local development plan has developed an action programme to further the strategies and policies developed for the LDP. Such actions can be
considered plans in their own right. It is therefore diligent to assess these for their potential for significant effects and to determine whether further, more
detailed, environmental assessment is required.
The tables below reproduce the tables for the action programme in part three of the modified LDP. It provides a pre-screening narrative on each of the
actions identified and makes conclusions on whether further environmental assessment is required. In tandem to this, the action programme will be
screened in more detail and a report on this will be provided to the consultation authorities, who will therefore form an opinion on the same. This will
direct the need, or otherwise, for further environmental assessment for these actions. Those that are deemed necessary will go forward for a detailed
environmental assessment, specific for that action.
Delivering Development
No.

Action

Planning Milestones

Progress

Lead Partners/
Participants/Consultees

Year

1

Preparation of Development
Briefs for surplus Council
assets (where required)

- Identification of surplus Council sites
through re-allocation in the Modified Plan
(emerging from the council’s future working
environment)
- Preparation of Development Briefs

The Modified Plan
re-allocates Council
sites on surplus
sites where
appropriate

- Asset Management Group
- NAC Planning Services
- NAC Estates
- NAC Housing

2

- NAC Planning Services
- NAC Estates
- Consultant

1

2

Update Montgomerie Park
masterplan to encourage
delivery in light of market
conditions

Further
Environmental
Assessment
Required?
No further assessment
required.
Part of “New uses for
old sites”. Viewed to
have no significant
effects and developed
as far as possible within
the plan.
No further assessment
required.
This development was
part of a previous plan.
Masterplanning has
been ongoing for some
time. Mostly economic.
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Devise proposals to
stimulate physical
development, enabling
market recovery

- Monitoring of the market to determine
when to implement mainland affordable
housing policy (though it applies in all cases
to new housing allocations identified in the
LDP)
- Investigate other options with
stakeholders to stimulate physical
development, enabling market recovery
- Preparation of market recovery options
paper

Affordable Housing Build
Programme

Identification of programme for
development on both Council owned and
private development sites

- NAC Planning Services
- NAC Housing
- RSLs

1

- NAC Planning Services
- NAC Housing
- RSLs

1

Has been addressed in
sufficient detail within
“How much housing
and where” i.e. housing
allocations have now
been set.

- NAC Finance
- NAC Estates
- Developers

- NAC Finance
- NAC Estates
- Developers
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No further assessment.

No further assessment.
Has been addressed in
sufficient detail within
“How much housing
and where” i.e. housing
allocations have now
been set.
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4

Respond to tourism
feasibility study which will
test additional options for
land use at Hunterston

- Review land use allocations and policies in
the context of agreed outputs of study

- NAC Planning Services

2

5

Prepare further
Supplementary Guidance
for Hunterston with
regard to NPF2 and
National Infrastructure
Renewables Plan

- Preparation of Supplementary Guidance to
provide a framework for:
(i) proper planning of the Hunterston area
for national developments;
(ii) integrated manufacturing of renewables;
(iii) potential for a wind turbine test site;
and,
(iv) consideration of individual and
cumulative impacts arising (e.g. impacts on
environment and infrastructure).

- NAC Planning
- Scottish Government
- Scottish Enterprise
- Clydeport
- Transport Scotland
- NAC Infrastructure & Design (Roads)

1

46

Hunterston is still a
significant issue and has
been stated elsewhere in
this report that
assessment should go
into further detail. As part
of land allocation review,
environmental information
relating to the site should
be made available.
Knowledge is increasing
all the time. The need for
a separate SEA for
tourism and
supplementary guidance
below may be replication.
Recommended SEA to
cover tourism and
supplementary guidance.
Hunterston is still a
significant issue and has
been stated elsewhere in
this report that
assessment should go
into further detail. As part
of land allocation review,
environmental information
relating to the site should
be made available.
Knowledge is increasing
all the time. The need for
a separate SEA for
tourism and
supplementary guidance
below may be replication.
Recommended SEA to
cover tourism and
supplementary guidance.
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Regeneration
No

Action

Planning Milestones

Progress

Lead Partners/
Participants/Consultees

Year

6

Implementation of
Irvine Conservation
Area Regeneration
Scheme

- Upgrading of interior and exterior of
Trinity Church including spire works
- Preparation for Small Grants Scheme
implementation
- Review of potential for Article 4
Directions for Irvine Conservation Area

Subject to successful funding
bid (outcome anticipated
January 2011)

- NAC Planning
- NAC Economic Devt.
- Historic Scotland
- Landowners

1

Facilitate Bridgegate
House refurbishment
including public realm
improvements

- Provide planning advice as required

8

Facilitate delivery of
Irvine Beach Park
development

- Provide planning advice, including input
to development of masterplan

9

Study of River Irvine
Corridor

Confirm ownership, development
opportunities, constraints

7

Further
Environmental
Assessment
Required?
No further environmental assessment.
This is a project, but links with the future of
our town centres. Output from the
environmental assessment will be used to
inform progress

1

No further environmental assessment.
NAC planning services are not the
responsible authority.

10

Facilitate delivery of
Ardrossan North
Shore, Marina and
Harbour Offices
development

- Provide planning advice, including input
to development of masterplan

11

Improvements to
Wilson Street, Beith

- Ownership investigation
- Consultation with stakeholders
- Feasibility study for redundant buildings
- Target specific properties for interim
improvement/restoration/redevelopment

Site will be identified in the
LDP

Site will be identified in the
LDP

47

- IBRC
- NAC Planning Services
- Developer

1

Project level.
NAC planning services are not the
responsible authority

NAC Planning
Landowners

1-2

Further environmental assessment required.

- IBRC
- NAC Planning Services
- Clydeport

1

- NAC Planning
- Landowners
- NAC Economic Devt.

1-2

There are many environmental aspects
associated with the river Irvine identified in
the environmental assessment. But this has
not been considered in as much detail as
necessary to inform this study.
NAC planning services are not the
responsible authority

No further environmental assessment.
This is a project, but links with the future of
our town centres. Output from the
environmental assessment will be used to
inform progress
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13

14

15

Input to Beith Town
Centre Regeneration
Scheme

Promote
redevelopment of
former Gasworks Site,
Braehead, Dalry

Promote
redevelopment of site
at Smith Street, Dalry

Promote
redevelopment of
land incorporating
Stoneyholm Mill,
Police Station site and
car park, Kilbirnie
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- Input at Research Study stage
- Provision of planning advice thereafter

Research study to be
commissioned during 2011,
incorporating consultation
with local community,
businesses and assessing
town centre performance.
This will shape the outcomes
for the scheme

- NAC Economic
Devt.
- NAC Planning Services
- Community
- Local Businesses

No further assessment required.
NAC planning services are not the
responsible authority.
This is a project, but links with the future of
our town centres. Viewed to have no
significant effects and developed as far as
possible within the plan.

- NAC Planning
- Landowners

- Consultation with stakeholders
- Update Development Brief
- Investigate funding options to facilitate
redevelopment

1

1-2

Output from the environmental assessment
will be used to inform progress.
No further assessment required.
This is a project, but links with New Uses
for Old Sites; Viewed to have no significant
effects and developed as far as possible
within the plan.

- NAC Planning
- NAC Economic Devt.
- Landowners

- Consultation with stakeholders
- Preparation of feasibility option study
- Implementation

- NAC Planning
- NAC Economic Devt.
- Landowners
- Strathclyde Police

- Consultation with stakeholders
- Preparation of feasibility option study
- Implementation

1-2

Output from the environmental assessment
will be used to inform progress.
No further assessment required.
This is a project, but links with New Uses
for Old Sites; Viewed to have no significant
effects and developed as far as possible
within the plan.

1-2

Output from the environmental assessment
will be used to inform progress
No further assessment required.
This is a project, but links with New Uses
for Old Sites; Viewed to have no significant
effects and developed as far as possible
within the plan.
Output from the environmental assessment
will be used to inform progress
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Promote redevelopment of
former Somerfield, Kilbirnie

17

Input to Largs Town Centre
Regeneration Scheme

- Input at Research Study stage
- Provision of planning advice thereafter

1-2

- NAC Planning
- NAC Economic
Development
- Landowners

- Consultation with stakeholders
- Preparation of feasibility option study
- Implementation

Research
study to be
commissioned
during 2011,
incorporating
consultation
with local
community,
businesses
and assessing
town centre
performance.
This will
shape the
outcomes for
the scheme

No further assessment required.
This is a project, but links with New Uses
for Old Sites; Viewed to have no
significant effects and developed as far as
possible within the plan.

- NAC Economic Devt.
- NAC Planning
- Community
- Local Businesses

1

Output from the environmental
assessment will be used to inform
progress
No further assessment required.
NAC planning services are not the
responsible authority.
This is a project, but links with the future
of our town centres. Viewed to have no
significant effects and developed as far as
possible within the plan.
Output from the environmental
assessment will be used to inform
progress.

Transport
No.

Action

Planning
Milestones

Progress

Lead Partners/
Participants/Consultees

Year

18

Target delivery of A737
bypass east of Dalry

- Input to
lobbying strategy

The layout for the route
has been confirmed with
Transport Scotland. No
funding or timescale
commitments as not
identified as 1st phase
priority from the Strategic
Transport Project Review

- NAC Economic Development
- NAC Planning
- Transport Scotland
- Scottish Government

1

19

Investigate options to
mitigate Stevenston Rail
Crossing closures

- Secure/agree
funding for joint
option appraisal
- Instruction of
option appraisal

Further
Environmental
Assessment
Required?
No further assessment possible.
This is not a plan or programme but a lobbying strategy. NAC
would not be the responsible authority.
Route is already confirmed.

- NAC Infrastructure & Design
(Roads)
- NAC Planning
- Network Rail
- SPT
- Transport Scotland

49

2

No further assessment required.
NAC planning services are not the responsible authority.
This is a project, but links with Infrastructure section of the
modified plan. Viewed to have no significant effects and
developed as far as possible within the plan.
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Investigate potential for
re-opening of rail link
between Irvine and 3
Towns

- Protection of
line in LDP from
adverse effects
from future
development
- Input to
feasibility study

NAC Roads have applied
for SPT funding to
conduct a feasibility study
into re-opening rail link

- NAC Infrastructure & Design
(Roads)
- NAC Planning
- Network Rail
- SPT
- Transport Scotland
- First Scotrail

1-2

Preparation of Public
Transport Interchange
(Irvine) Study to identify
areas of connectivity
improvement (led by NAC
Roads)
Preparation of parking
study for Irvine

- Input to study
(planning advice)
(link to
replacement
Magnum Centre)

NAC Roads has applied to
SPT for funding for the
study. Decision awaited

- NAC Infrastructure & Design
(Roads)
- NAC Planning
- SPT
- Operators

1-2

- NAC Infrastructure & Design
(Roads)
- NAC Planning

1

- Input to study
(planning advice)

50

No further assessment required.
NAC planning services are not the responsible authority.
Already adopted plan policy.

No further assessment required.
NAC planning services are not the responsible authority.
Environmental assessment was applied to the local transport
strategy.
No further assessment required.
NAC planning services are not the responsible authority.
Environmental assessment was applied to the local transport
strategy. Considered within the infrastructure section of the
modified plan. Concluding no significant effects.
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Infrastructure
No.

Action

Milestones

23

Delivery of Replacement
Garnock Academy campus

- Planning input to site selection
process
- Preparation of Development Brief

Progress

Lead Partners/
Participants/Consultees

Year

- NAC Education
- NAC Planning

1

Further
Environmental
Assessment
Required?
No further assessment
required.
NAC planning services are not
the responsible authority.
Considered as part of
infrastructure section of the
LDP.

24

Delivery of replacement
Magnum Centre

- Planning input to site selection
process
- Advice on design (with reference to
Town Centre/Neighbourhood Design
Guidance)

Two sites (East Road
and Townshouse)
have been identified
for further
investigation

- NAC Education
- IBRC
- NAC Planning

1-2

This applied to a single school,
which is exempt from the
Environmental Assessment
(Scotland) Act 2005.
No further assessment
required.
NAC planning services are not
the responsible authority.
Considered as part of
infrastructure section of the
LDP; concluded no significant
effects.

25

Deliver priority components of
Kilbirnie, Glengarnock and
Dalry Flood Protection
Scheme

- NAC Infrastructure &
Design (Flooding)
- NAC Planning
- SEPA
- Scottish Government
- Mouchel (consultant)

- Remove flood risk as a constraint to
physical regeneration of key town
centre sites

1

Project level
No further assessment
required.
NAC planning services are not
the responsible authority.
Considered as part of the future
of our town centres of the LDP;
concluded no significant effects.
Project level
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Programme of Supplementary Guidance
No.

Action

Progress

Lead Partners/Participants/Consultees

Year

26

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Developer
Contributions

Identification of
infrastructure
Requirements of
Sites

- NAC Planning Services
- Developers

1

27

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Residential
Development Standards

- NAC Planning
- NAC Roads
- Developers

1

Further assessment required. The issue of green networks has still to be
resolved and the BEETLE model to identify priority areas may
significantly influence this.

28

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Open Space
Incorporating the Green Network

- NAC Planning
- NAC Streetscene Services
- CSGN Partnership
- AJPU
- Sportscotland

1

Further assessment required. The issue of green networks has still to be
resolved and the BEETLE model to identify priority areas should
significantly influence this.

29

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Drainage, SUDS &
Flooding

- NAC Planning
- Scottish Water
- SEPA

1

Further assessment required. The issue of green networks has still to be
resolved; this is a part of the consideration – so called “blue networks”.

30

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Climate Change

- NAC Planning

2

SUDs have potential to improve our natural environment.
Further assessment required.

- NAC Planning
- NAC Streetscene Services
- SEPA

2

Awaiting further clarification and guidance. Climate change is an
environmental issue and should have its own environmental report
prepared.
Further assessment required.

- NAC Planning

2

Awaiting further clarification and guidance. Waste management is an
environmental issue and should have its own environmental report
prepared.
No further assessment required.

31

32

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Waste Management

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Hot Food Takeaways

Further
Environmental
Assessment
Required?
Further assessment required. In particular in relation to Hunterston and
the loss of good quality agricultural land; both highlighted as significant
within the environmental assessment of the LDP

Considered as part of the future of our town centres of the LDP;
concluded no significant effects.
33

Preparation of Supplementary
Guidance: Outdoor Access

- NAC Planning

2

52

No further assessment required. Outdoor access is an independent plan.
It was screened out of environmental assessment and confirmed
through the SEA gateway.
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Programme of Development Briefs

No.

Action

Progress

VARIOUS SITES TBC

Lead Partners/Participants/Consultees

- NAC Planning Services
- Developers

Further
Environmental
Assessment
Required?
No further assessment.
Project level for housing
which will take guidance
from the higher level
supplementary guidance
on residential
development

Conclusion
This assessment has considered the action programme and has identified the following actions that should require further environmental assessment:
Respond to tourism feasibility study which will test additional options for land use at Hunterston
Prepare further Supplementary Guidance for Hunterston with regard to NPF2 and National Infrastructure Renewables Plan
Study of River Irvine Corridor
Preparation of Supplementary Guidance: Developer Contributions
Preparation of Supplementary Guidance: Residential Development Standards
Preparation of Supplementary Guidance: Open Space Incorporating the Green Network
Preparation of Supplementary Guidance: Drainage, SUDS & Flooding
Preparation of Supplementary Guidance: Climate Change
Preparation of Supplementary Guidance: Waste Management
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12. Supplementary Guidance for Consultation
Relationship of the Design Guidance to the Environmental Report
The modified LDP is going out for consultation with design guidance for the coast, town centres and neighbourhoods. There is also Design Guidance for
development in the countryside which has replaced previously adopted out of date Rural Design Guidance.
There are similarities throughout the suite of design guidance, such as an emphasis on context driven approach, consideration of suitable materials,
sustainability and the promotion of raising the quality of design. There are also differences, as would be expected given the varied locations and types of
development that are covered, therefore not all statements appear in each part of the design guidance though the thrust is similar.
The following is a short narrative on how the design guidance has taken account of the environmental report objectives below:
Town centres:
Environmental Report
Account Taken in Design Guidance
Identify and promote opportunities The potential for living roofs if highlighted under ‘materials and details’.
for the provision of green roofs,
where possible.
Newer materials and technologies which can still continue older building traditions are promoted.
Modern materials which complement their older counter parts are promoted.
The above includes, but is not restricted to, green roofs.
Identify and promote opportunities Environmentally friendly, low energy construction with locally manufactured materials and components are
for the provision of renewable
to be incorporated by designers.
energy, where possible.
Modern equivalents of traditional materials and detailing is encouraged where appropriate. This includes,
but is not restricted to, renewable energy, many types of micro renewables do not come through the
planning system.
Identify and promote opportunities Good quality traditional North Ayrshire materials and details and modern interpretations of these are
for the provision of heritage assets, promoted throughout.
where possible.
The suitable integration of new buildings with the best examples of traditional buildings is central to the
guidance.
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Promotion of energy efficient, low energy construction and locally resourced development helps avoid
risking air quality degradation.

Well considered layouts, paths, roads and open space, encouragement of inclusive and accessible walking
and connectivity also promote more sustainable transport and living patterns.
Identify and promote opportunities This is primarily dealt with through the Development Management Statement, however the importance of
to reduce noise and light pollution. consideration towards location, use (and related activity and noise), lighting, proximity to other buildings,
places or uses are all emphasised throughout the guidance.
*All NAC design guidance allows for greens roofs, renewable energy provision, opportunities for the provision of heritage assets, better air quality and
reduced noise and light pollution within the parameters of site and proposal context and with recognition to the appearance function and use of proposed
buildings and spaces.
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Rural, coast and Island:
Account Taken in Design Guidance
Environmental Report
Avoid areas at risk of flooding
Avoid habitat fragmentation

Promote naturalness

Though relevant to the design guidance this is best dealt with through other policies such as the
Development Management Statement.
Respect of, and relationship to, existing setting and the impact of development on this are central
considerations in the guidance.
Improved connectivity, quality integrated landscaping and incorporation of meaningful outdoor space are
promoted throughout.
All design guidance allows for the promotion of naturalness and promotes good connections to, and
integration with, open spaces, this is particularly relevant when considering sites near natural areas of
countryside, coast or natural corridors in more developed areas.

Identifying and integrating green space, providing connections to greenspace elsewhere and providing
buffer areas and quality fringe areas are promoted.
* All NAC design guidance takes account of siting, layout, integration with surroundings, acknowledgement of context and location in the landscape,
connectivity, boundaries and materials, these are intrinsically linked to the above.
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13. Monitoring
Although the environmental report has concluded no significantly-negative effects will occur, monitoring is required to confirm these conclusions. If there
is any differences between what was predicted and what actually occurs, monitoring will assist in informing future local development plans how and where
to avoid such situations occurring again.
The framework for monitoring is provided in Appendix D.
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14. Conclusion: The LDP Adoption Statement
Environmental considerations have been integrated into the plan or programme through a process which first described the current state of the
environment and in terms of its relative strengths and weaknesses in relation to the key areas of change for the LDP. This analysis was extended to
include opportunities and threats, which the LDP can identify is within its power to change or affect. The full strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats
(SWOT) analysis was then used to create a response in terms of challenges and opportunities. Such challenges and opportunities emerged as
environmental objectives for the LDP preparation.
The environmental objectives for each main issue were then listed. These were used as a checklist throughout the plan-preparation, which the planmakers had an opportunity to review and consider as they prepared reasonable alternatives for the LDP. Such reasonable alternatives emerged through a
holistic consideration of social, economic and environment factors. Where a spatial approach could be made, in particular for the main issue of housing, a
constraint map was used to act as a guide to avoid those environmental aspects that would give rise to significant effects. The checklist and maps has
been provided in this report to demonstrate to what extent the environmental report published at the main issues stage has been taken into account.
This report has also provided a list of the representations received and how they have been taken into account. Of particular concern were the issues
relating to the deep sea port of Hunterston. As such these were amalgamated, and Hunterston became its own chapter; describing the area in terms of a
SWOT analysis, the significant environmental effects that will occur there and the opportunities to mitigate these.
Moreover this report, on request from SEPA, has demonstrated that the policies carried over from the previous plan (i.e. not key areas of change) have
had no significant environmental effects and therefore not likely to have over the course of this modified LDP life-cycle; they were certainly considered
effective in protecting our natural and built environment. As there was no pressure to change these policies, it was not considered reasonable to change or
adjust unnecessarily
Considered holistically there modified plan, if adopted, will result in a significant reduction of good quality agricultural land, but there is an opportunity to
mitigate this by addressing our surplus – unproductive – former industrial sites. The impact was reduced as much as possible with the inclusion of a new
policy to avoid areas of greenspace, where possible. The only other reasonable alternative would have been to not meet the housing need and demand
assessment in full, but that carried a significant risk of not following Scottish Government Policy.
The report, through linkage with the economic report, recommends any loss of biodiversity at Hunterston be addressed by compensation through a
biodiversity fund, a fund which would remain in North Ayrshire. The site at Hunterston had to be accommodated as part of NPFII and NRIP; the Planning
Act requires Planning Authorities to take NPF II into account.
The issues relating to Hunterston are not fully addressed in the modified plan. Many aspects relating to siting and design will form the basis of
supplementary guidance, which will be accompanied with its own environmental report; planning applications may also require to be the subject of an EIA
by the applicant. Likewise the Green Network project is moving forward into a forthcoming action programme, which will also address open space and
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sustainable urban drainage systems. These will each have an accompanying environmental report, tailored to the specific objectives identified in the
infrastructure chapter.
A monitoring framework is in place. This will be used to assess the progress of the plan and if any deviation from what is predicted to occur should arise,
then it will be highlighted in a future LDP monitoring statement; which would then direct any further action required within the preparation of the next LDP
after this.
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APPENDIX A:
Habitats Regulation Appraisal Record
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INTRODUCTION
With cognisance to The Habitats Directive6 and the Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994, it is important for North Ayrshire’s Modified Local
Development Plan (LDP) to undertake a Habitats Regulation Appraisal for any likely significant effects on Special Protected Areas (SPAs) or Special Areas
of Conservation (SACs), known as Natura 2000 sites7. This includes the integrity of such designated areas.
In North Ayrshire there are four Natura 2000 sites: Renfrewshire Heights SPA; Dykeneuk Moss SAC; Cockinhead Moss SAC; and Bankhead Moss SAC.
Appendix 2 lists these sites and summarises their attributes. Likely significant effects on European sites outwith North Ayrshire must also be considered.
This Assessment was conducted with major reference to the Environmental Assessment that has been ongoing for the Local Development Plan8. In
accordance with recognised methodologies, the LDP environmental report considered all the potential environmental impacts that could arise from
implementation of the Local Development Plan. Within the report two significant environmental issues were identified: the loss of good quality agricultural
land and impacts arising from developments at Hunterston.
This assessment has three fundamental aspects. It re-examines the significant impacts anticipated within the environmental report and considers whether
these impacts have the potential to affect SPAs and SACs or their integrity. It also considers whether the plan, as a whole, has any other potential to affect
the same and this is demonstrated by the Screening Table at Appendix 1. It then concludes with a conclusion as to the likelihood of any significant
environmental effects on such SPAs and SACs, arising from the Modified LDP.
GOOD QUALITY AGRICULTURAL LAND
All losses of good quality agricultural land arise outwith any existing SACs or SPAs in North Ayrshire and, thus, there are no direct environmental effects on
Natura 2000 sites arising from these losses. Indirectly there could be potential to affect the integrity of any SAC or SPA, were it to be demonstrated that
these agricultural areas support feeding or resting birds that normally habituate any SACs or SPAs; the loss of this land could affect the availability of food
and therefore threaten the viability of the bird population.
The Modified LDP environmental report has identified a loss of 128 Hectares of good quality agricultural land, as a cumulative result of small individual site
allocations throughout North Ayrshire. The site allocated adjacent to and northwest of Dykesmains, Saltcoats, represents the single largest loss - 9.49
hectares - of good quality agricultural land. This site is considered not to be a major breeding or feeding ground for any species of bird, particularly one
that would exist within an SPA or an SAC; in North Ayrshire the birds of concern are the Hen Harrier population at Renfrewshire Heights SPA.
It can be concluded that the loss of good quality agricultural land does not have potential to significantly affect any SACs or SPAs.
6

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/habitatsdirective/index_en.htm Accessed January 11th 2011
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-4 Accessed June 21st 2011
8
http://www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk/localplans Accessed June 21st 2011
7
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HUNTERSTON
The Hunterston chapter in the Modified LDP Environmental Report highlighted a potential impact of loss of sandflats arising from the Modified LDP This
was the only remaining potential impact, as the others (CO2 emissions to the atmosphere, particulate deposition and landscape impact) were no longer
applicable following deletion of provision for development of clean coal fired, gas fired or biomass fired power generation at Hunterston under Policy IND
2.
Sandflats
The Hunterston Sandflats are used by wading birds throughout the year for feeding. It could be considered that birds from SACs or SPAs could also use
this area for feeding. The only site in close proximity to Hunterston which has a population of integral birds which could potentially use the Hunterston
sandflats for feeding is Renfrewshire Heights SPA and its associated Hen Harriers.
If Hen Harriers from Renfrewshire Heights use these areas for feeding, then this loss of feeding ground could potentially have a negative impact on the
population of these birds. A scarcity of food may in turn affect the Hen Harriers ability to breed and it therefore could be considered that the integrity of
the site is undermined. In considering this, the first stage of the process should be to note whether there is any evidence of hen harriers using the
sandflats at Hunterston.
At this time North Ayrshire Council is not aware of any direct evidence that Hen Harriers use the Hunterston Sandflats in significant numbers to affect the
integrity of Renfrewshire Heights. There are no regular sightings of such species within, or close proximity to, the sandflats. Therefore Hunterston does not
represent a major area where birds from any SPA or SAC would use for feeding. It is therefore concluded that the loss of the mud flats at Hunterston is
highly unlikely to affect the integrity of the surrounding SPAs and SACs.
OTHER PLAN POLICIES
The appraisal at Appendix 1 outlines a screening process to determine the prospects of likely significant effects in isolation or in combination on European
sites emerging from each policy of the Plan.
The proposed LDP Policy ENV9 is a demonstration of the importance that North Ayrshire provides to nature conservation and its protection. It clearly
signposts that new development should not result in any unacceptable direct, indirect or cumulative impacts on nature conservation interests, particularly
those with statutory protection such as Natura 2000 sites; it directs further assessment where any planning application is submitted that may have
potential to affect the integrity of such areas.
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An argument can be made that other policies could perhaps be given greater weight or priority over the requirements of ENV 9. Accordingly, it is proposed
to insert a reference in the Plan that where multiple policies apply, primacy will be given to ENV9. In addition, the ‘General Policy’, which is a list of criteria
applying to all proposals coming forward, there is express reference to the protection of Natura 2000 sites.
These measures are considered sufficient to ensure protection of SPAs and SACs, particularly for proposals associated with the policies in Section 7 of
Appendix 1.
CONCLUSION
In terms of the requirements of the Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994, and with consultation with Scottish Natural Heritage, this report
presents a Habitats Regulation Appraisal conducted by North Ayrshire Council on its Modified Local Development plan. It highlights that North Ayrshire
Council conducted an Environmental Assessment of its proposed Local Development Plan in its entirety and identified two likely significant detrimental
environmental effects. These have been considered in greater detail in this report as to their effects in particular on Natura 2000 sites.
The screening process (see Appendix 1) considers the potential from all Plan policies for likely significant effects on European sites, including in
combination effects. The screening process demonstrates that no likely significant effects are anticipated.
This report therefore concludes that the likely significant environmental effects arising from the Modified LDP (see Modified Environmental Adoption
Statement) should not have any likely significant environmental effects specifically on any surrounding SPAs or SACs, nor affect their integrity. A screening
process of the Plan in its entirety has established that no likely significant effects are anticipated from implementation of policies individually or in
combination.
Appendix 1: HRA Screening Table

Aspects of the plan
which would not be
likely to have a
significant effect on a
European site alone
1 General policy
statements

Relevant Parts of the Plan

Comments

General Policy
ENV11: Aquaculture
A2: Development Briefs

None
None
Development briefs would relate to a proposal site already
assessed under a different policy (i.e. RES2 site, IND5 site)
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A3: Supplementary Guidance
2 Projects excluded from
the appraisal because
they are not proposals
generated by this Plan
3 Policies which protect
the natural environment,
including biodiversity, or
conserve or enhance the
natural, built or historic
environment
4 Policies which will not
lead to development or
other change

IND2: Hunterston- Development in
the National Interest
PI2: Future A737 Dalry Bypass Route

5 Aspects of the plan
which make provision for
change but which could
have no conceivable
effect on a European site,
because there is no link
or pathway between them
and the qualifying
interests, or any effect
would be a positive effect
or would not otherwise
undermine the
conservation objectives
for the site

HE1: Conservation Areas

HE4: Scheduled Ancient Monuments
& Archaeological Sites
HE5: Historic Landscapes
ENV9: Nature Conservation
IND10: Existing Operations in the
Countryside

HE2: Listed Buildings

HE3: Listed Building Restoration

TC1: Town Centres
TC2: Core Shopping Areas
TC3: Commercial Centres
TC4: Edge/Out of Centre
Development
TC5: Local Shops

Supplementary Guidance will be the subject of a separate
HRA.
None
None. Please note this policy is subject to amendment further
to representations from Transport Scotland.
None
None
None
Bankhead Moss SAC is within the boundary of an IND10
allocation relating to the Defence Munitions site at Beith. This
policy does not provide for change as it presumes against a
change of use or expansion at the site.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
There are no conservation areas within European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
There are no listed buildings within European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
There are no listed buildings within European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
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TC6: Retail Development on Arran
TC7: Open Air Markets
RES1: Housing Allocations

RES2: Additional Housing Sites

RES3: Kelburn Castle, Fairlie

RES4: Affordable Housing

RES5: Houses in Multiple Occupation
RES6: Working from Home &
Business Development in Residential
Areas
RES7: Residential Caravans

link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
This policy refers to a general presumption in favour of
residential development within the general residential
allocations defined in settlement boundaries.
No impacts from residential sites allocated under the policy
have a link to the qualifying interests of European sites.
Several allocations are within 1km of a European site. It is
conceivable that this could result in a marginal increase in
people accessing European sites for outdoor recreation
purposes but such a marginal increase is not considered likely
to undermine the conservation objectives of the site.*
No impacts from the proposal acceptable under the policy
have a link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European
sites.
No impacts from residential sites allocated under the policy
have a link to the qualifying interests of European sites.
Several allocations are within 1km of a European site. It is
conceivable that this could result in a marginal increase in
people accessing European sites for outdoor recreation
purposes but such a marginal increase is not considered likely
to undermine the conservation objectives of the site.*
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
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RES8: Open Space & Play Provision
in New Housing Developments
RES9: Large Scale Regeneration
Opportunities
TOU3: Specific Tourism Proposals

PI1: Walking, Cycling & Public
Transport

PI3: Parking

This policy was highlighted by SNH as having a likelihood of
potential for a significant impact. However, the policy states
that the use of land for siting of residential caravans does not
accord with the LDP. Exceptions are temporary consent for
security purposes during construction of a permanent dwelling.
Given that any caravan would be temporary, and the fact that it
would be in connection with residential development (which
would not be supported within a European site), there are no
likely impacts identified.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link to the qualifying interests of European sites. The
Auchrannie expansion site is close to the Arran Moors SPA,
and it is conceivable the development could result in a
marginal increase in people accessing this European site for
outdoor recreational purposes but such a marginal increase is
not considered likely to undermine the conservation objectives
of the site.*
The policy directs that new development should make links
with ‘wider path networks’. The core path network crosses
Arran Moors and Renfrewshire Heights SPA. The Plan is not
supportive of development within European sites, therefore
there is no new development that would be supported that
would result in direct connections to wider path networks that
would impact the European sites. It is conceivable the
improved links to the path network from remote development
could result in a marginal increase in people using the path
network within the European sites but such a marginal
increase is not considered likely to undermine the
conservation objectives of the site.*
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
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PI4: Core Paths Plan

PI5: Stevenston Rail Crossing
PI6: Public Transport Interchanges in
Irvine
PI10: Community Infrastructure
PI11: Replacement Beith Health
Centre
PI12: Cemetery Sites
PI13: Carbon Emissions & New
Buildings
PI8 Drainage, SUDS & Flooding
IND1: Strategic Business Locations
IND3: Industrial Estates
IND4: Business Uses
IND5: Mixed Use Employment Areas
IND6: Industrial Reserve Sites

link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
The core path network crosses Arran Moors and Renfrewshire
Heights SPA. The Plan is not supportive of development within
European sites, therefore there is no new development that
would be supported that would result in direct connections to
the path networks that would impact the European sites. It is
conceivable the improved links to the path network from
remote development could result in a marginal increase in
people using the path network within the European sites but
such a marginal increase is not considered likely to undermine
the conservation objectives of the site.*
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
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IND7: Factory Shops
IND8: Ancillary Facilities
IND9: Motor Vehicle Showrooms
IND11: Marine Based Activities
IND12: Quasi Industrial Uses & Yards
IND13: Business Development on
Arran
IND14: Market Road, Brodick
IND15: Home Farm & Cladach,
Brodick
ENV3: Conversion, Rehabilitation or
Replacement of Existing Buildings in
the Countryside

ENV4: Farmland

ENV12: Development of Open Space

link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy are
considered to have a link or pathway to the qualifying interests
of European sites. While some buildings which may be
restored or replaced under the policy may be within European
sites, the policy relates to existing buildings therefore there
would be no net increase in development and no conceivable
impact on European sites given the small scale of any such
development. Furthermore, there are less than five properties
within European Sites across North Ayrshire.
This policy presumes against any development of ‘prime’
quality agricultural land and provides specific exceptions to this
in line with SPP. No areas of prime quality agricultural land are
within European sites.
No impacts from proposals acceptable under the policy have a
link or pathway to the qualifying interests of European sites.
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6 Aspects of the plan
which make provision for
change but which could
have no significant effect
on a European site,
because any potential
effects would be trivial, or
de minimis or so
restricted that they would
not undermine the
conservation objectives
for the site
7 Aspects which are too
general so that it is not
known where, when or
how the aspect of the
Plan may be
implemented, or where
any potential effects may
occur, or which European
sites, if any, may be
affected
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None.

None.

TOU1: Tourist Accommodation &
Facilities

The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
TOU2: Camping and Touring Caravan The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
Sites
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
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ENV1: New Development in the
Countryside (excluding Housing)

ENV2: Housing Development in the
Countryside

proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
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ENV5: Farm Diversification

ENV6: Economic Development or
Diversification in Rural Areas

The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy. However, it should be noted that this policy
does not apply in areas designated as ‘sensitive countryside’
(which includes Natura 2000 sites). Therefore such
development is not considered to have a link or pathway to a
European site. Therefore, no impacts from proposals
acceptable under the policy have a link or pathway to the
qualifying interests of European sites.
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ENV7: Special Landscape Area

ENV8: Coastal Zone

ENV10: Mineral Extraction

This policy presumes against any development within areas
identified as a ‘Special Landscape Area’ and provides specific
criteria which have to be met for development to be in
accordance with the Plan. Some Special Landscape Areas
include part of a Natura 2000 site. Any proposals coming
forward with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require
to be the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there
are not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public
interest in permitting the development). The principle of not
relying on a general policy to protect against impacts on a
European site is noted. However, this policy does not promote
any specific proposals for development which could impact a
Natura 2000 site and it is therefore considered that there is no
tension in the Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be
subjected to an amendment to expressly state that where
multiple policies in the Plan apply in determining a proposal,
Policy ENV 9 will have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
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PI7: Waste Management

PI9: Renewable Energy

A1: Non-Conforming Uses not

the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. A requirement of the policy is that
sites are either within an industrial allocation (in which case
they would have no link to the qualifying interest of a European
site) or adjacent an existing waste management site (no waste
management sites are located within Natura 2000 sites).
Therefore, no impacts from proposals acceptable under the
policy have a link to the qualifying interests of European sites.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.
The general nature of the policy means that specific likely
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otherwise provided for by any Policy
in the LDP.

impacts cannot be identified. Any proposals coming forward
with potential for impacts on Natura 2000 sites require to be
the subject of an appropriate assessment to ensure there are
not adverse impacts (or reasons of overriding public interest in
permitting the development). The principle of not relying on a
general policy to protect against impacts on a European site is
noted. However, this policy does not promote any specific
proposals for development which could impact a Natura 2000
site and it is therefore considered that there is no tension in the
Plan in this respect. Additionally the Plan will be subjected to
an amendment to expressly state that where multiple policies
in the Plan apply in determining a proposal, Policy ENV 9 will
have primacy.

*The potential for an increase in the number of people visiting European sites because of proximity or accessibility from development in other areas is
considered to be so marginal that even in combination effects from implementation of Policies RES2, RES4, TOU3, PI1 and PI4 would still be of a level so
as not to cause potential for likely significant effects.
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Appendix 2: List of European Sites within North Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
Mainland
Natura Sites

Renfrewshire
Heights SPA

Cockinhead Moss
SAC

Bankhead Moss
SAC

Dykeneuk Moss
SAC

9

SITE
DESCRIPTION
Renfrewshire Heights is of national and international importance for its population of breeding hen harrier Circus
cyaneus. The area regularly supports 10 breeding pairs of hen harriers, which represents approximately 2% of the

breeding population of Great Britain. The hen harrier, amongst other bird species that are considered vulnerable or
rare, is listed on Annex I to Directive 79/409/EEC on the Conservation of Wild Birds (the Birds Directive). As such, the
Government is required to take special conservation measures to ensure the hen harrier’s survival and reproduction.
Due to the numbers of hen harrier breeding on the SSSI, the site qualifies as a Special Protection Area under Article 4
of the Birds Directive9.
Cockinhead Moss in the Central Belt of Scotland is a small active raised bog supporting a vigorous growth of typical
bog-mosses, including Sphagnum papillosum and S. magellanicum, as well as S. molle. The site is significant because
part of the marginal lagg fen survives, supporting tall fen vegetation of sedges Carex spp. and rushes Juncus spp10.
Although small, Bankhead Moss in the central belt of Scotland has a largely intact structure, having suffered only
marginal encroachment by domestic peat-cutting. The central dome is dominated by active bog vegetation, including
occasional Sphagnum cuspidatum-filled hollows and S. magellanicum carpets. A secondary lagg fen has developed in
abandoned areas of peat-cutting11.

Dykeneuk Moss is a large site in the central belt of Scotland with a typical raised bog structure. Although the site has
been modified in its northern parts by afforestation and drainage, it is recovering. The remainder of the site has
extensive areas of Active raised bog vegetation with Sphagnum papillosum, S. magellanicum and cranberry
Vaccinium oxycoccos12.

Source: http://gateway.snh.gov.uk/pls/portal/Sitelink.Show_Site_Document?p_pa_code=8666&p_Doc_Type_ID=3 accessed 21st June 2011
Source: http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0019761 21st June 2011
11
Source: http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0019756 Accessed 21st June 2011
12
Source: http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/protectedsites/sacselection/sac.asp?EUCode=UK0019763 Accessed 21st June 2011
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North Ayrshire –
Other
Natura Sites

Arran Moors SAC

SITE
DESCRIPTION
Arran Moors SPA is located on the island of Arran off the south-west coast of Scotland. The site is an extensive area of
moorland and comprises most of the southern half of Arran. extending also along the north-east coast. The
predominant habitats include extensive areas of wet and dry heaths, wet and dry blanket bogs, and unimproved acid
grassland. There are small areas of broad-leaved woodland, typically associated with river valleys, and several lochs.
Large parts of the site have been subjected to past management by burning and drainage, and this is still prevalent in
some areas. These forms of management have modified the habitats in many places, encouraging grassland formation.
The site regularly supports a population of European importance of the Annex I species Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus.
Breeding birds defend nesting territories but forage widely across the whole site. A diverse range of other upland birds
occurs on the moorlands, although not at levels of European importance13
Table A1: Natura Sites in North Ayrshire and their Site Description

13

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-1960
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APPENDIX B
Monitoring of the LDP
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LDP ISSUE
New Uses for Old
Sites

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

CHALLENGES and
OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges: Contaminated land
which can affect human health;
flood risk on sites and flood risk
exacerbation elsewhere.
Opportunities: Decontamination of
soil resources; Visual Amenity and
Biodiversity Improvement

The Future of Our
Town Centres

MONITORING

MONITORING SOURCES

To what extent has the visual amenity
changed?
To what extent has there been
improvement to biodiversity?

Photographic evidence taken
at the same time each year.
Documentary evidence of
biodiversity improvements,
from planning applications and
action programmes
Consultation with NAC
environmental health services

To what extent was there any
identification and subsequent clean-up of
contaminated land?

Challenges: Air Quality; Physical
Fabric; Listed buildings; Noise and
Light Pollution.

Numbers of air quality management
areas

Consultation with NAC
Environmental Health Services

Opportunities: Physical Fabric and
Heritage Assets; CO2 Reduction.

Numbers of air quality assessments in
North Ayrshire

Consultation with NAC
Environmental Health Services

To what extent design guidance has
taken account of energy reduction,
greenhouse gas reduction, living roofs
and improved naturalness objectives
To what extent has there been
improvements in energy reduction,
greenhouse gas reduction, living roofs
and naturalness

Assessment of adopted design
guidance
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Assessment of planning
applications
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CHALLENGES and
OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges: Habitat
fragmentation and loss of
habitat; flood risk; perhaps
noise and light pollution
Opportunities: Promotion of
naturalness, where possible.

MONITORING
REQUIREMENT
To what extent design
guidance has taken account of
energy reduction, greenhouse
gas reduction, living roofs and
improved naturalness
objectives

MONITORING SOURCES

To what extent has there been
improvements in energy
reduction, greenhouse gas
reduction, living roofs and
naturalness

Assessment of planning
applications

No significant loss of habitat

Assessment of significance
through monitoring designated
sites, with reference to
assessment procedures outlined
in Appendix B

Changes to flood risk map
affecting new allocations

Compare and contrast flood risk
maps going forward
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Assessment of adopted design
guidance
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How Much Housing and
Where?
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CHALLENGES and
OPPORTUNITIES
to avoid good quality agricultural
land
to avoid areas of flood risk
to avoid ecologically protected
areas
to avoid areas of protected
green/open space
to enhance and preserve areas of
defined cultural heritage (see
Table 5.4)
to avoid areas whose
development could affect water
bodies at risk from degradation
of character

MONITORING
REQUIREMENT
Housing directed out-with
landscape and urban capacity
areas
Changes to flood risk map
affecting new allocations
No significant loss of protected
green/open space

Changes to defined cultural
heritage

Water quality throughout
North Ayrshire
Housing allocated to prime
and locally important nonprime agricultural land.
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MONITORING SOURCES
Approved planning applications,
spatially recorded
Compare and contrast flood risk
maps going forward
Assessment of significance of
protected green/open space,
through monitoring designated
sites, with reference to
assessment procedures outlined
in Appendix B
Assessment of significance of
defined cultural heritage,
through monitoring designated
sites, with reference to
assessment procedures outlined
in Appendix B
SEPA water quality maps
Approved housing allocations,
with reference to as defined by
the Macauley Institute land
Capability for Agriculture
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Infrastructure
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CHALLENGES and
OPPORTUNITIES
Challenges: Perhaps localised
noise and light pollution;
Consideration of habitats and
species at most risk; in
particular bats and birds.
Avoidance of areas where
wind-turbine installation can
re-introduce carbon to the
atmosphere

MONITORING
REQUIREMENT
Recorded bird and bat
mortality associated with wind
turbines
To what extent green-network
connectivity through Garnock
Valley and the Coast has been
improved.

Opportunity: Green networks;
Reduction of fossil fuel usage
can contribute to climate
change reduction
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MONITORING SOURCES
RSPB and SNH data
Approved planning
applications and LDP action
programmes. Identification of
key species to monitor,
through improvements to local
recording.
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MIR Significance-Assessment Methodology
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REFINED SIGNIFICANCE ASSESSMENT
This appendix highlights a generic methodology to provide more accuracy and confidence to the level of significance. It is based on
adapted methodologies provided by Zúñiga-Gutiérrez & Ortega-Rubio (2004)14 and Mustow et al (2005)15. This stepwise process
identifies significance as magnitude of impact against the importance of an attribute, as highlighted in Table B.1. An
assessment on the degrees of magnitude of impact for development on the natural environment and cultural heritage will be made
using Tables B.2 respectively. An assessment of the value of importance of each attribute will be based on Table B.3.
Magnitude of
potential
impact
Major
Moderate
Minor
Negligible

Importance of attribute
Very High
High

Medium

Low

Highly
significant

Significant

Low
Significance

Significant

Low
Significance

Insignificant

Significant

Low
Significance

Insignificant

Insignificant

Low
Significance

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Very
significant
Highly
significant

Table B.1: Assessment of Significance of Impact

14

Zúñiga-Gutiérrez, Guillermo and Ortega-Rubio, Alfredo (2004) Quantitative Assessment for Selecting the Route for a Gas Pipeline in Yucatan, Mexico Human and Ecological Risk Assessment,

10:2, 451 - 460
15

Mustow S. E., Burgess P.F. and Walker N. (2005) Practical Methodology for Determining the Significance of Impacts on the Water Environment Journal of the Institution of Water and
Environmental Management, 2, 100-108.
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Magnitude
Major
Moderate

Criteria
Results in loss of attribute
Results in impact on integrity
of attribute or loss of part of
attribute
Results in minor impact on
attribute
Results in an impact on
attribute but of insufficient
magnitude to affect the
use/integrity

Minor
Negligible

Table B.2: Assessment Table to Address Magnitude of Impact
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SEA
Issue
Natural
Environment

Designation

Example

International

SACs/SPAs/EU Protected
Species
SSSI and species such as
Badgers and Red Squirrels
Wildlife Sites and LNR
Important habitats

Medium
Medium

All other areas

Low

World Heritage Sites
Listed Buildings (Category
A and B), Designed
Landscapes, Historic
Gardens and Scheduled
Ancient Monuments
Listed Buildings (Category
C(s), Local Landscapes,
Architecture of Historic
Interest and Conservation
Areas
All other areas

Very High
High

National
Local
Defined
Important
(by NAC
Planning
Services)
None

Importance
Level
Very High
High

Cultural
Heritage
International
National

Local

None
Table B.3: Value of Importance
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Appendix D
Policy Review Table
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Existing
Policy
MAINLAND
POLICIES
Development
Management
Statement

New Policy

Change to Policy

General Policy

TC 1 Town
Centres

TC 1 Town
Centres

TC 2 Core
Shopping Areas
TC 3 Riverway
& Hawkhill
Retail Parks

TC 2 Core
Shopping Areas
TC 3 Commercial
Centres

1. Addition of reference to
Designing Streets and
Designing Places
2. Addition of reference to
new Design Guidance
documents
3. Removal of reference to
Secure by Design
4. Addition of reference to
consideration of lighting
impact
5. Addition of reference to
requirement for
structure planting on
edge of settlement sites
6. Removal of reference to
‘Water and Sewerage
Considerations’
7. Addition of reference to
Infrastructure &
Developer Contributions
Addition of criteria relating to
not allowing an unacceptable
concentration of a particular
use to emerge in town centres
No change

Reasons for Change(s)

1. To reflect national policy documents
and improve design quality
2. To take cognisance of recently
prepared Council design guidance
documents
3. Duplication of information within a
Planning Advice Note
4. Lighting impact is an amenity concern
and should be considered
5. To reflect policy previously contained
within RES 3 and ENV 17 which are
now deleted
6. Now reflected in PI 8 Drainage, SUDS
& Flooding
7. To act as the basis for preparation of
Supplementary Guidance on this topic

Need for further
assessment

No

Concentration of non-retail uses in town
centres was raised as an issue in the
Economic & Social Report

No

N/A

No

1. Introduction of a
restriction to bulky
goods comparison

1. Poor retail offer in town centres was
raised as an issue in the Economic &
Social Report. A restriction on the
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retailing at Hawkhill
Retail park (formerly
open comparison use
permitted)
2. Recognition of East
Road Retail Park as a
Commercial Centre with
restriction to
comparison retailing
3. Recognition of Lamont
Drive as a Commercial
Centre and restriction to
bulky goods comparison
retailing
Not carried forward- now
implemented

TC 4
Development
Sites
TC 5 Edge of
Centre/Out of
Centre Devt

Deleted
TC 4 Edge of
Centre/Out of
Centre Devt

Reduction of threshold for new
development/extensions/redeve
lopment from 1,500m2 to
1,000m2

TC 6 Local
Shops

TC 5 Local Shops

TC 7 Open Air

TC 7 Open Air

1. Introduction of a
maximum individual and
cumulative unit size for
a local shop
2. Clarification on what is
meant by ‘local need’ in
existing policy
3. Removal of requirement
to try and attract a
retail operator where
the application relates
to the loss of a local
shop to another use
No change

range of retailing permitted in Retail
Parks will reduce the threat of
competition with the town centre
2. As above
3. As above

N/A

No

Poor retail offer in town centres was raised as
an issue in the Economic & Social Report.
Reduction in threshold seeks to reduce threat
of competition on edge/out of centre sites
with the town centre
1. So that threshold sizes tally with
Policy TC 4 above. Individual unit
maximum of 400m2, as anything
above this size is not considered to be
of a ‘local’ scale
2. To aid interpretation of the policy
3. Where another use is the subject of
planning permission, this will be dealt
with on its own merits. No need to
demonstrate that an effort has been
made to retain retail use

No

N/A
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Markets
TC 8 Control of
Advertisements
TRA 1
Strathclyde
Passenger
Transport
TRA 2 Walking
& Cycling
TRA 3 National
Cycle Network
TRA 4 Freight
TRA 5 Road/Rail
Freight
Terminal
TRA 6
Ardrossan
Harbour &
Hunterston
TRA 7(R)
Strategic Road
Network
TRA 8 Largs
Traffic
Management
TRA 9 Car
Parking

TRA 10 Taxis

Markets
Supplementary
Guidance:
Control of
Advertisements
Part A of policy
deleted.
Part B carried
forward into PI 1
PI 1 Walking,
Cycling & Public
Transport
PI 4 Core Paths
Plan
N/A
N/A
Part A of policy
deleted.
Part B carried
forward with
amendment
STRAT 7 Links to
Glasgow City and
Ayrshire
N/A
PI 3 Car Parking

N/A

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

Reclassified as Supplementary
Guidance. No change to
content

N/A

No

Part A: Deleted as it does not
represent a land use policy
Part B: No change

Part A does not represent a land use policy

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted
Deleted

Does not represent a land use policy
No operator demand for a freight terminal
identified. No requirement for future
safeguarding for this purpose
N/A

No
No

1. No justification for
retention as a strategic
port.
2. There is a new policy
for Hunterston- IND 2.
No change

See Environmental
Adoption Statement
Chapter 7.

N/A

No

Deleted

Implemented

No

Addition to reflect support for
new car parking facilities,
where a need is identified and
the proposal is not contrary to
other Plan policy.
Deleted

Inadequate parking in some areas was raised
as an issue in the Economic & Social Report

No

Identification of taxi ranks is not remitted to

No
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IND 1 Irvine:
Riverside Single
User Site
IND 2 Strategic
Industrial &
Single User
Sites
IND 3
Tournament
Park

IND 4
Hunterston
IND 5
Stevenston:
Ardeer
Regeneration
IND 6 Industrial
Estates
IND 6A Marine
Drive
IND 7 Small
Workshops
IND 8
Kilwinning:
West Byrehill &
Glengarnock:
Lochshore

IND 9 Business
Uses

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

IND 1 Strategic
Business
Locations
IND 1 Strategic
Business
Locations

No change

the planning system.
N/A

Addition of Irvine Industrial
Estate and South Newmoor

These sites meet the definition prescribed in
national policy

No

IND 1 Strategic
Business
Locations/IND 5
Mixed Use
Employment
Areas
IND 2
Hunterston
N/A

Extent of strategic allocation
scaled back with introduction of
mixed uses on remainder of
site and subsumed into IND 1
Strategic Business Locations

N/A

No

N/A

See Chapter 7
(Hunterston)
No

IND 3 Industrial
Estates
N/A
IND 3 Industrial
Estates
West Byrehill:
IND 5 Strategic
Business
Locations/Lochsh
ore: RES 9 Large
Scale
Regeneration
Opportunities
IND 4 Business
Uses

No

Deleted

Not implemented and no justification for its
retention

No change

N/A

No

Deleted- forms part of new
tourism proposal
No change

N/A
N/A

See
Chapter 4
No

Principles of original policy
unchanged

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No
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IND 10 Marine
Based Activity
IND 11 QuasiIndustrial Yards
IND 12
Industrial
Reserve Sites
IND 13 Factory
Shops
IND 14 Ancillary
Facilities
IND 15 Motor
Vehicle
Showrooms
IND 16 Existing
Operations in
the Countryside
TOU 1
Accommodation
TOU 2 Hotel
Sites

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

IND 11 Marine
Based Activity
IND 12 Quasi
Industrial Uses &
Yards
IND 6 Industrial
Reserve Sites

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

IND 7 Factory
Shops
IND 8 Ancillary
Facilities
IND 9 Motor
Vehicle
Showrooms
IND 10 Existing
Operations in the
Countryside
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
& Facilities
N/A

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

No

No change

Two sites were identified but neither has
been implemented. Sites have been
reallocated as ‘Mixed Use Employment Areas’
which would not preclude hotel development
N/A

Removal of requirement for
accommodation to be allied to
a tourist facility in the
countryside (except in the case
of a single tourism
accommodation unit)
No change

Promotion of tourism offer recognised as an
opportunity in Economic & Social Report.
Recognition that tourism accommodation in
the countryside need not be allied to a
facility- quality of surrounding environment
may be a sufficient attractor
N/A

No

TOU 3 Tourist
Facilities within
Settlements
TOU 4 Tourist
Facilities in the
Countryside

TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
& Facilities
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
& Facilities

TOU 5 Camping

TOU 2 Camping
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and Touring
Caravan Sites
INF 1 Waste
Management

and Touring
Caravan Sites
PI 7 Waste
Management

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

1. Addition of reference to
waste proposals being
in accordance with the
Zero Waste Plan
2. Removal of requirement
for waste proposals to
cater for waste arising
principally from North
Ayrshire
3. Addition of a
requirement for
proposals to provide a
good standard of
accessibility
4. Addition of a
requirement for
sufficient
landscape/buffer
5. Addition of requirement
to ensure satisfactory
mitigation measures for
a range of potential
amenity issues specific
to waste proposals
(litter, birds, vermin,
leachate etc.)
6. Addition of requirement
for proposals to
contribute to meeting
national waste targets
7. Addition of requirement
for waste collection
requirements to be
considered at design

1. To reflect national policy
2. Adequately covered by proximity
principle and demonstration of need
which are already provided for in the
existing policy
3. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
4. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
5. To reflect national policy
6. To reflect national policy
7. To reflect national policy
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INF 2 Landfill
Sites
INF 3 Waste
Disposal

N/A

INF 4 Waste
Water
Treatment
INF 5(R) Waste
Water
Treatment
Facilities
INF 6 Flooding

PI 8 Drainage,
SUDS & Flooding

PI 7 Waste
Management

N/A

PI 8 Drainage,
SUDS & Flooding

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

stage
Deleted

Implemented

1. Addition of a criteria
relating to proposals not
exceeding nationally
prescribed restrictions
on inputs to waste
incineration plants
2. Addition of requirement
to consult with
Archaeology Service for
proposals involving
landraising/landfill
3. Addition of requirement
to consider district or
local heat/electricity
schemes for proposals
involving waste
recovery/disposal
4. Addition of requirement
for ‘national’ or ‘major’
developments to have a
Site Waste Management
Plan
Removal of reference to criteria
relating to adverse amenity
affects
Deleted

1.
2.
3.
4.

To
To
To
To

reflect
reflect
reflect
reflect

No
national
national
national
national

waste policy
planning policy
waste policy
planning policy

No

Duplication of General Policy

No

Implemented

No

1. Addition of requirement
for proposals to connect
to public drainage

1. To reflect SEPA protocol
2. To reflect national planning policy
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INF 7
Renewable
Energy

PI 9 Renewable
Energy

INF 8
Telecommunicat
ions

Supplementary
Guidance:
Telecommunicati
ons

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

network where public
infrastructure exists
2. Amendments to flooding
policy to reflect flood
risk framework in
national policy
1. Addition of requirement
for proposals for wind
turbine development
not to be located in an
area designated as ‘high
sensitivity’
2. Addition of reference to
protection of cultural
heritage
3. Addition of criteria
relating to protection of
tourism and/or
recreation interests
4. Addition of criteria to
ensure compliance with
Supplementary
Guidance: Ayrshire
Wind Farm
Development (to be
adopted)
5. Addition of criteria
relating to consideration
of co-location with
significant heat or
power users, where
appropriate
No change

1. To reflect Supplementary Guidance
which has been prepared
2. To reflect national policy
3. Impact of infrastructure works on
tourism was recognised as a threat in
the Economic & Social Report
4. To reflect Supplementary Guidance
which has been prepared
5. To maximise energy efficiency

N/A
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RES 1 Housing
Allocation
RES 2
Additional
Housing Sites
RES 2A
Development
Brief Greenock
Road Largs
RES 2B
Additional
Housing Site:
Fairlie
RES 3 Urban
Fringe Sites
RES 4 Housing
Rehabilitation
RES 5 Social
Rented Housing
and LCHO
RES 6 Special
Needs Housing
RES 7
Montgomerie
Park
RES 8 Houses in
Multiple
Occupation
RES 9 Working
from Home

RES 10
Business

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

RES 1 Housing
Allocation
RES 2 Additional
Housing Sites

No change

N/A

No

N/A

See Chapter 5.

N/A

Deleted

Brief carried forward, specific policy not
required.

No

RES 3 Additional
Housing Site:
Fairlie

No change

N/A

No

Subsumed into
General Policy
N/A

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

Does not represent a land use policy

No

N/A

Deleted

Specific policy not required

No

N/A

Implemented

N/A

No

RES 1 Housing
Allocation

No change

N/A

No

RES 5 Houses in
Multiple
Occupation
RES 6 Working
from Home &
Business
Development in
Residential Areas
RES 6 Working
from Home &

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No
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Development in
Residential
Areas
RES 11
Residential
Caravans
SOC 1 Site for
Education
Facility
SOC 2(P)
Replacement
Primary Schools
SOC 3 New
Joint Office
Largs
SOC 4
Residential &
Nursing Homes

Business
Development in
Residential Areas
RES 7
Residential
Caravans
N/A

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

No

Deleted

Implemented

Site no longer expressly reserved, but this
does not preclude delivery of the facility on
site in the future
N/A

Deleted

Implemented

N/A

No

PI 10 Community
Infrastructure

SOC 5
Buckreddan,
Kilwinning
SOC 6 Social &
Community
Facility, Kilbirnie
SOC 7(P) New
Cemetery, Largs
SOC 8(P)

Deleted

1. Addition of a
requirement to
demonstrate a high
level of accessibility
2. Addition of a
requirement to locate
proposals within town
centres, where possible
3. Addition of requirement
for consideration of colocation with similar or
complimentary facilities
Implemented

N/A

No

Deleted

Implemented

N/A

No

Deleted

Implemented

N/A

No

PI 12 Cemetery

Addition of sites at Knadgerhill,

Objective No. 8 (Providing Infrastructure) was No

1. Given the public nature of community
facilities, accessibility is particularly
important
2. Creation of a cluster of services in
town centres is recognised as an
opportunity in the Economic & Social
Report
3. As above
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Cemetery
Extensions

Sites

Irvine and Redstone, Kilwinning

Implemented

to meet the needs of cemeteries
infrastructure. Policy PI 12 identifies sites for
new or extended cemetery facilities.
(Economic & Social Report p75)
N/A

SOC 9
Cemetery
Extension,
Stevenston
SOC 10(P)
Police Facilities
OS 1 Protection
of Open Space

Deleted

No

Deleted

Implemented

N/A

No

ENV 12
Development of
Open Space

1. Deletion of criteria
relating to impacts on
amenity, character and
appearance
2. Addition of presumption
against extension of
private garden ground
into areas of public
open space.
No change

OS 1A New &
Upgraded
Leisure &
Recreational
Facilities
OS 2 Open
Space & Play
Provision in
New Housing
Developments
OS 3 Open
Space Provision
ENV 1
Development in
the Countryside

PI 10 Community
Infrastructure

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

Will be subsumed into programmed
Supplementary Guidance
1. Recognition that legitimate rural
businesses may not necessarily be
agriculture or forestry
2. To avoid proposals using connection
to a rural business as justification for

No

RES 8 Open
Space & Play
Provision in New
Housing
Developments
N/A
ENV 1
Development in
the Countryside
(excluding
housing)

1. Addition of extension to
non-residential
development to include
‘other established rural
businesses’

1. Duplication of criteria within General
Policy
2. Protection of open space was an
objective in the Environmental Report
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ENV 1A
Conversion,
Rehabilitation or
Replacement of
Existing
Buildings in the
Countryside
ENV 2 Farmland

ENV 3 Farm

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

2. Addition of a criteria
that development
connected to a rural
business must be of a
scale proportionate to
the operational need of
the business
3. Addition of provision for
public infrastructure
works to be supported
where locational need is
not demonstrated but a
range of sites within
settlements have been
examined and are
unsuitable
No change

an inappropriate scale of development
3. To accommodate necessary
infrastructure development where
there is no locational need to be in the
countryside but no urban capacity for
the proposal either

ENV 3
Conversion,
Rehabilitation or
Replacement of
Existing Buildings
in the
Countryside
ENV 4 Farmland
Presumption against
development on prime land
remains, however exceptions
introduced where development
is small scale and in accordance
with either ENV 1 or 2; or
represents renewable energy
development or mineral
extraction where restoration
proposals will return the
ground to its former status in
time
ENV 5 Farm
No change

N/A

No

Reflection of national planning policy

No

N/A

No
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Diversification
ENV 4 Forestry
ENV 5 Sensitive
Landscape
Character Areas

Diversification
N/A
ENV 7 Special
Landscape Areas

ENV 5A Clyde
Muirshiel
Regional Park
ENV 6 Nature
Conservation
ENV 7 LBAP

ENV 7 Special
Landscape Areas

ENV 8 Coastal
Zone
ENV 9
Ardrossan
Harbour
ENV 10(P)
Access to the
Countryside
ENV 11 Minerals
ENV 12 Open
Cast Coal

ENV 9 Nature
Conservation
N/A
ENV 8 Coastal
Zone
RES 9 Large
Scale
Regeneration
Opportunities
N/A
ENV 10 Minerals
ENV 10 Minerals

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

Deleted
1. Criteria to clarify the
types of proposals
considered to promote
the ‘social and economic
wellbeing of the area’.
These include tourism,
leisure, recreation and
renewable energy
development.
2. Addition of criteria
relating to visual impact
and design and scale of
proposals
No change

Does not represent a land use policy
1. To aid interpretation of previous policy
2. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy

No
No

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

LBAP is an independent Plan.

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

Under implementation

No

Addition of a requirement for
the submission of a needs
assessment
No change

To adequately assess the existence of need
to work the mineral deposit

No

N/A

No
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Extraction
ENV 13
Safeguarding of
Limestone
Deposits
ENV 14
Safeguarding of
Bauxitic Clay
Deposits
ENV 15 Peat
Extraction
ENV 16
Contaminated
Land
ENV 17 Urban
Fringe &
Countryside
Development
BE 1
Development in
Conservation
Areas
BE 2
Development
Adjacent to
Conservation
Areas
BE 3 Demolition
in Conservation
Areas

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

ENV 10 Minerals

No change

N/A

No

ENV 10 Minerals

No change

N/A

No

ENV 10 Minerals

No change

N/A

No

N/A

Deleted

Duplication of national policy

No

N/A

Deleted

Subsumed into General Policy

No

HE 1
Conservation
Areas

No change

N/A

No

HE 1
Conservation
Areas

No change

N/A

No

HE 1
Conservation
Areas

1. Addition of a
requirement for an
assessment to be
undertaken before
concluding no value in
retaining a building in a
conversation area
where demolition is
proposed

1. Improvement in quality of the public
realm was an objective in the
Economic & Social Report. Retention
of historic buildings where possible is
considered to meet this objective
2. As above
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BE 4
Conservation
Area
Programme
BE 5 Listed
Buildings
BE 6 Listed
Building
Restoration
BE 7
Regeneration of
non-Listed
BuildingsRavenspark
Hospital
BE 8 Demolition
of a Listed
Building

N/A

HE 2 Listed
Buildings
HE 3 Listed
Building
Restoration
N/A

HE 2 Listed
Buildings

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

2. Addition of a
requirement for
demonstration that
marketing of the
building has been
undertaken to try and
secure a purchaser with
a view to restoration
Deleted

Implemented

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

Implemented

No

1. Addition of a
requirement for an
assessment to be
undertaken before
concluding no value in
retaining a building in a
conversation area
where demolition is
proposed
2. Addition of a
requirement for
demonstration that
marketing of the

1. Improvement in quality of the public
realm was an objective emerging from
the Economic & Social Report.
Retention of historic buildings where
possible is considered to meet this
objective
2. As above
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BE 9 Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments
BE 10
Archaeological
Sites
BE 11 Designed
Landscapes &
Historic Gardens
BE 12 Local
Landscapes of
Historic Interest
BE 13 Art in the
Community
BE 14 Design
Guidance
A1 NonConforming
Uses
A2
Development
Briefs
ARRAN
POLICIES
TRA 1
Strathclyde
Passenger

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

building has been
undertaken to try and
secure a purchaser with
a view to restoration
No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

HE 5 Designed
Landscapes

No change

N/A

No

N/A

Deleted

No

N/A

Deleted

To be secured through development
briefs/masterplans as appropriate
Implemented

A1 NonConforming Uses

Addition of a criteria to restrict
development which would
result in an unacceptable
concentration of uses
No change

To protect amenity

No

N/A

No

HE 4 Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments &
Archaeological
Sites
HE 4 Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments &
Archaeological
Sites
HE 5 Designed
Landscapes

A2 Development
Briefs

No

No
N/A

Deleted

Does not represent a land use policy
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Transport
TRA 2 Ferry
Terminals
TRA 3 Road
Network
TRA 4 Air Links
IND 1 Market
Road
IND 2 (P)
Improvement
Scheme at
Market Road
IND 3 Road
Reservation at
Market Road
IND 4 (R) Home
Farm and
Cladach,
Brodick
IND 5 Business
Development in
Settlements
IND 6 Business
and Industry in
the Countryside
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
TOU 2 Tourist
Facilities within

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

N/A

Deleted

No

No change

No requirement for express policy- LDP would
support ferry terminal improvements through
Policies STRAT 5 and STRAT 7
N/A

STRAT 7 Links to
Glasgow City &
Ayrshire
N/A
IND 14 Market
Road, Brodick
N/A

Deleted
No change

Does not represent a land use policy
N/A

No
No

Deleted

Under implementation

No

N/A

Deleted

Under implementation

No

IND 15 Home
Farm and
Cladach, Brodick

Comprehensive development
for the expansion of existing
business and creation of new
opportunities supported by the
LDP
No change

Promotion of tourism offer recognised as an
opportunity in Economic & Social Report.

No

No change

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

IND 13 Business
Development on
Arran
ENV 1
Development in
the Countryside
(excluding
housing)
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
& Facilities
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
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Settlements
TOU 3 Tourist
Facilities in the
Countryside
TOU 4 Tourist
Facilities in the
Countryside

& Facilities
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
& Facilities
TOU 1 Tourist
Accommodation
& Facilities

TOU 5
Whitehouse
Site, Lamlash
TOU 6 Cladach,
Brodick

TOU 3 Specific
Tourism
Proposals
TOU 3 Specific
Tourism
Proposals
PI 10 Community
Infrastructure/E
NV 12
Development of
Open Space
PI 10 Community
Infrastructure/E
NV 12
Development of
Open Space
ENV 12
Development of
Open Space
PI 7 Waste
Management

TOU 7 New
Leisure
Development
TOU 8 Sports
Pitches

TOU 9
Protection of
Open Space
INF 1 Waste
Management

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

No change

N/A

No

Removal of requirement for
accommodation to be allied to
a tourist facility in the
countryside (except in the case
of a single tourism
accommodation unit)
No change

Promotion of tourism offer recognised as an
opportunity in Economic & Social Report.
Recognition that tourism accommodation in
the countryside need not be allied to a
facility- quality of surrounding environment
may be a sufficient attractor
N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Deletion of the need to
demonstrate site specific
locational need for the proposal
1. Addition of reference to
waste proposals being in
accordance with the Zero
Waste Plan
2. Removal of requirement for
waste proposals to cater for
waste arising principally

This criterion is not considered necessary in
light of the other criteria of the policy

No

1. To reflect national policy
2. Adequately covered by proximity
principle and demonstration of need
which are already covered by the
existing policy
3. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
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INF 2 Waste
Disposal

PI 7 Waste
Management

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

from North Ayrshire
3. Addition of a requirement
for proposals to provide a
good standard of
accessibility
4. Addition of a requirement
for sufficient
landscape/buffer
5. Addition of requirement to
ensure satisfactory
mitigation measures for a
range of potential amenity
issues specific to waste
proposals (litter, birds,
vermin, leachate etc.)
6. Addition of requirement for
proposals to contribute to
meeting national waste
targets
7. Addition of requirement for
waste collection
requirements to be
considered at design stage
1. Addition of a criteria
relating to proposals not
exceeding nationally
prescribed restrictions
on inputs to waste
incineration plants
2. Addition of requirement
to consult with
Archaeology Service for
proposals involving
landraising/landfill
3. Addition of requirement
to consider district or

4. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
5. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
6. To reflect national waste policy
7. To reflect national planning policy

1.
2.
3.
4.
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To
To
To
To

reflect
reflect
reflect
reflect

national
national
national
national

waste policy
planning policy
waste policy
planning policy

No
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local heat/electricity
schemes for proposals
involving waste
recovery/disposal
4. Addition of requirement
for ‘national’ or ‘major’
developments to have a
Site Waste Management
Plan
INF 3 Landfill at
Brodick Coup
INF 4 (P)
Landfill Site
Search
INF 5 (R) Waste
Water
Treatment Sites
INF 6 Waste
Water
Treatment
INF 7 Flooding

N/A

Deleted

No longer required

No

N/A

Deleted

No longer required

No

N/A

Deleted

Implemented

No

Duplication of General Policy

No

INF 8
Renewable
Energy

PI 9 Renewable
Energy

PI 8 Drainage,
SUDS & Flooding
PI 8 Drainage,
SUDS & Flooding

Removal of reference to criteria
relating to adverse amenity
affects
1. Addition of requirement
for proposals to connect
to public drainage
network where public
infrastructure exists
2. Amendments to flooding
policy to reflect flood
risk framework in
national policy
1. Deletion of policy
statement that
renewable energy
development will not
accord with the Plan in
Special Landscape
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1. To reflect SEPA protocol
2. To reflect national planning policy

No

1. Replaced by Phase 1 & 2 Wind Farm
Landscape Capacity Reports and
provision within ENV 7 which now
allows for renewable energy
development in Special Landscape
areas subject to other criteria

No

North Ayrshire Council

INF 9
Telecommunicat
ions
RES 1
Residential
Development in
Settlements
RES 2
Additional

INF 8
Telecommunicati
ons
RES 1 Housing
Allocation
RES 2 Additional
Housing Sites

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

Character Areas
2. Addition of requirement
for proposals for wind
turbine development
not to be located in an
area designated as ‘high
sensitivity’
3. Addition of reference to
protection of cultural
heritage
4. Addition of criteria
relating to protection of
tourism and/or
recreation interests
5. Addition of criteria to
ensure compliance with
Supplementary
Guidance: Ayrshire
Wind Farm
Development (to be
adopted)
6. Addition of criteria
relating to consideration
of co-location with
significant heat or
power users, where
appropriate
Supplementary Guidance:
Telecommunications
No change

2. To reflect Supplementary Guidance
which has been prepared
3. To reflect national policy
4. Impact of infrastructure works on
tourism was recognised as a threat in
the Economic & Social Report
5. To reflect Supplementary Guidance
which has been prepared
6. To reflect national planning policy

No change

No

N/A

No

N/A

See Chapter 5
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Housing Sites
RES 3 Low Cost
Housing &
Special Needs
RES 4 Houses in
Multiple
Occupation
RES 5 Working
from Home

RES 6
Residential
Caravans
RES 7 Open
Space & Play
Provision in
New Housing
Developments
SOC 1 Retail
Development in
Settlements
SOC 2 Retail
Development in
the Countryside
SOC 3 Open Air
Markets
SOC 4
Residential &
Nursing Homes

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

N/A

Deleted

Specific policy not required

No

RES 5 Houses in
Multiple
Occupation
RES 6 Working
from Home &
Business
Development in
Residential Areas
RES 7
Residential
Caravans
RES 8 Open
Space & Play
Provision in New
Housing
Developments
TC 6 Retail
Development on
Arran
TC 6 Retail
Development on
Arran
TC7 Open Air
Markets
PI 10 Community
Infrastructure

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

1. Addition of a
requirement to
demonstrate a high
level of accessibility
2. Addition of a
requirement to locate
proposals within town
centres, where possible

4. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
1. Creation of a cluster of services in
town centres is recognised as an
opportunity in the Economic & Social
Report
2. As above
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No
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SOC 5
Replacement
Arran High
School
SOC 6
Cemetery
Extensions
SOC 7 Fire
Brigade Station
SOC 8 (P)
Outdoor
Education
Centre
ENV 1
Development in
the Countryside

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

3. Addition of requirement
for consideration of colocation with similar or
complimentary facilities
Deleted

Proposal has been implemented

No

PI 12 Cemetery
Sites

No change

N/A

No

N/A

Deleted

Proposal has been implemented

No

N/A

Deleted

Proposal has been implemented

No

N/A

ENV 1 New
Development in
the Countryside
(excluding
Housing)

1. Addition of extension to
non-residential
development to include
‘other established rural
businesses’
2. Addition of a criteria
that development
connected to a rural
business must be of a
scale proportionate to
the operational need of
the business
3. Addition of provision for
public infrastructure
works to be supported
where locational need is
not demonstrated but a
range of sites within
settlements have been

1. Recognition that legitimate rural
businesses may not necessarily be
agriculture or forestry
2. To avoid proposals using connection
to a rural business as justification for
an inappropriate development
3. To accommodate necessary
infrastructure development where
there is no locational need to be in the
countryside but no urban capacity for
the proposal either
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No
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ENV 1A
Conversion,
Rehabilitation or
Replacement of
Existing
Buildings in the
Countryside
ENV 2 Farmland

ENV 3 Farm
Diversification
ENV 4 (R)
Timber Haulage
ENV 5 Forestry
ENV 6 Sensitive
Landscape
Character Area

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

examined and are
unsuitable
No change

ENV 3
Conversion,
Rehabilitation or
Replacement of
Existing Buildings
in the
Countryside
ENV 4 Farmland
Presumption against
development on prime land and
locally important non-prime
land on Arran remains,
however exceptions introduced
where development is small
scale and in accordance with
either ENV 1 or 2; or
represents renewable energy
development or mineral
extraction where restoration
proposals will return the
ground to its former status in
time
ENV 5 Farm
No change
Diversification
N/A
Deleted
N/A
ENV 7 Special
Landscape Areas

N/A

No

Reflection of national planning policy

No

N/A

No
No

Deleted
1. Addition of criteria to
provide further
clarification on the types
of proposals considered
to promote the ‘social
and economic wellbeing
of the area’. These
include tourism, leisure,

Does not represent a land use policy
1. To aid interpretation of existing policy
2. Emphasis of requirements of General
Policy
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No
No
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recreation and
renewable energy
development.
2. Addition of criteria
relating to visual impact
and design and scale of
proposals
No change

N/A

No

Deleted

LBAP is an independent Plan.

No

No change

N/A

No

Deleted

Under implementation

No

To adequately assess the existence of need
to work the mineral deposit

No

ENV 10 Minerals

Addition of a requirement for
the submission of a needs
assessment
No change

N/A

No

N/A

Deleted

Duplication of national policy

No

HE 1
Conservation
Areas

No change

N/A

No

HE 1
Conservation
Areas

No change

N/A

No

ENV 7 Nature
Conservation
ENV 8 LBAP

ENV 9 Nature
Conservation
N/A

ENV 9 Coastal
Zone
ENV 10 (P)
Access to the
Countryside
ENV 11 Minerals

ENV 8 Coastal
Zone
N/A

ENV 12 Peat
Extraction
ENV 13
Contaminated
Land
BE 1
Development in
Conservation
Areas
BE 2
Development
Adjacent to
Conservation
Areas
BE 3 Demolition
in Conservation
Areas

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

ENV 10 Minerals

HE 1
Conservation
Areas

1. Addition of a
requirement for an
assessment to be

1. Improvement in quality of the public
realm was an objective emerging from
the Economic & Social Report.
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BE 4 Listed
Buildings
BE 5 Listed
Building
Restoration
BE 6 Demolition
of a Listed
Building

HE 2 Listed
Buildings
HE 3 Listed
Building
Restoration
HE 2 Listed
Buildings

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

undertaken before
concluding no value in
retaining a building in a
conversation area
where demolition is
proposed
2. Addition of a
requirement for
demonstration that
marketing of the
building has been
undertaken to try and
secure a purchaser with
a view to restoration
No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

Retention of historic buildings where
possible is considered to meet this
objective.
2. As above

1. Addition of a
requirement for an
assessment to be
undertaken before
concluding no value in
retaining a building in a
conversation area
where demolition is
proposed
2. Addition of a
requirement for
demonstration that
marketing of the
building has been
undertaken to try and
secure a purchaser with
a view to restoration

1. Improvement in quality of the public
realm was an objective emerging from
the Economic & Social Report.
Retention of historic buildings where
possible is considered to meet this
objective.
2. As above
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BE 7 Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments
BE 8
Archaeological
Sites
BE 9 Designed
Landscapes &
Historic Gardens
BE 10 Local
Landscapes of
Historic Interest
BE 11 Art in the
Community
BE 12 Design
Guidance
BE 13
Advertisements
A1 NonConforming
Uses
A2
Development
Briefs
ALTERATION
POLICIES
E 1 Economic
Development or
Diversification
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HE 4 Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments &
Archaeological
Sites
HE 4 Scheduled
Ancient
Monuments &
Archaeological
Sites
HE 5 Designed
Landscapes

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

No change

N/A

No

HE 5 Designed
Landscapes

No change

N/A

No

N/A

Deleted

No

N/A

Deleted

To be secured through development
briefs/masterplans as appropriate
Implemented

Supplementary
Guidance:
Control of
Advertisements
A1 NonConforming Uses

Reclassified as Supplementary
Guidance. No change to
content

N/A

No

Addition of a criteria to restrict
development which would
result in an unacceptable
concentration of uses
No change

To protect amenity

No

N/A

No

Addition of criteria relating to
requirement for provision of
business plans demonstrating

To demonstrate long term viability has been
considered, in the interest of avoiding future
derelict development in the countryside

No

A2 Development
Briefs

ENV 6 Economic
Development or
Diversification in
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No
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in Rural Areas

Rural Areas

E 2 Housing in
Rural Areas in
support of
Economic
Development or
Diversification
Policy H 1 Small
scale growth of
existing rural
housing groups
Policy H 2
Single Houses
in Rural Areas

ENV 6 Economic
Development or
Diversification in
Rural Areas

NEW
POLICIES
N/A

Local Development Plan Environmental Adoption Statement

long term viability of the
proposal
Deletion of support for
provision of a single house in
connection with an economic
development or diversification
proposal

Existing policy framework is sufficient- i.e.
housing in connection with an economic
development or diversification proposals
would only be acceptable where there is an
operational need.

No

ENV 2 Housing
Development in
the Countryside

No change

N/A

No

ENV 2 Housing
Development in
the Countryside

Addition of criteria relating to
proposals being a sufficient
distance from a village or
settlement

To ensure the proposals is considered as
being in the countryside and not an extension
to a built up area.

No

No
RES 4 Affordable
Housing

N/A

N/A

IND 5 Mixed Use
Employment
Areas

N/A

N/A

TOU 3 Specific
Tourism
Proposals

N/A

Objective No. 6 (How Much Housing and
Where?) was to meet the housing need and
demand assessment in full. The HNDA
incorporated a level of housing need which
Policy RES 4 seeks to try and address.
Objective Nos. 3 & 7 (New Uses for Old Sites)
were to identify opportunities for sites
currently in the employment land supply with
scope for a mix of uses and to encourage
mixed use on suitable sites where this would
maximise employment generation. Policy IND
5 seeks to respond to this by setting the
framework for mixed use development on
specific sites.
Objective No. 8 (Rural and Coastal
Development) was to safeguard leisure
priorities. Within the Economic & Social
Report, identification and safeguarding of
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No

No
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N/A

ENV 11
Aquaculture

N/A

N/A

PI 2 Dalry
Bypass

N/A

N/A

PI 4 Core Paths
Plan

N/A

N/A

PI 5 Stevenston
Level Crossing

N/A

N/A

PI 6 Public
Transport
Interchanges in
Irvine

N/A

N/A

PI 11 Beith
Health Centre

N/A

tourism proposals was specifically mentioned
in the context of this objective (p67).
Criteria based policy created as a regulatory
measure responding to new marine planning
legislation.
Objective No. 1 (Providing Infrastructure) was
to support major infrastructure works. The
A737 was listed as a 'resistor' to economic
growth in the Economic & Social Report
(p39).
The Core Path Network has been identified
since adoption of the last Plan. The new
policy provides protection of the Core Path
Network and requires that new development
in close proximity to the network should
make appropriate links.
Objective No. 1 (Providing Infrastructure) was
to support major infrastructure works.
Stevenston Level Crossing was listed as a
'resistor' to economic growth in the Economic
& Social Report (p42).
Objective No. 3 (Providing Infrastructure) was
to support improvement to public transport
provision. It was considered that Irvine was
the most appropriate location to focus on
first, given it has the largest population and
also the application to Strathclyde Partnership
for Transport for funding submitted by the
Council to examine public transport provision
in the town.
Objective No. 9 ( Providing Infrastructure)
was to meet the needs of social care
infrastructure. Beith Health Centre has been
identified by NHS Ayrshire for replacement,
though funding and timescales are not yet
committed.
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N/A

PI 12 Cemetery
Sites

N/A

N/A

PI 13 Carbon
Emissions
A3
Supplementary
Guidance

N/A

N/A

N/A

Objective No. 8 (Providing Infrastructure) was
to meets the needs of cemeteries
infrastructure. Policy PI 12 identifies sites for
new or extended cemetery facilities.
(Economic & Social Report p75)
To meet requirements of Climate Change
(Scotland) Act 2009
New policy to require proposals to comply
with Supplementary Guidance where
appropriate. Topics for future Supplementary
Guidance are also identified.
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APPENDIX E
International and National Protection Objectives
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Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes and
and National
Strategies
Legislation;
plus Scottish
National
Policies
The Natural Environment
Convention on
Otherwise known as the Ramsar
Wetlands of
Convention, this emphasises the
International
special value of wetland,
Importance 1971
particularly as a key habitat for
(amended 1982
waterfowl. The Convention
and 1987)
resulted in designation of sites for
management, conservation at
international level.
Bern Convention
Aimed to promote co-operation
on the
between European states to
Conservation of
protect biodiversity.
European Wildlife
and Natural
Habitats (1979)
UN Convention on Article 6 requires that all parties
Biological
to the Convention develop
Diversity (1992)
national biodiversity strategies
plans or programmes, and that
they seek to integrate the
provisions of these across other
policy sectors. Article 7 requires
the identification of key
resources, and their protection.
Monitoring of potentially
damaging process and activities
should also be undertaken.
Council Directive
Established a commitment to
92/43/EEC the
designating networks of sites of
conservation of
ecological importance across
natural habitats
Europe. These are known as
and of wild fauna Natura 2000 sites and include
and flora
special protection areas (SPAs
designated under the Birds
Directive – see below) and
special area of conservation (see
previous)
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How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
development plan

Requirement to protect
these sites from loss or
damage by development.

Requirement to protect
these sites from loss or
damage by development.

Requirement to protect
these sites from loss or
damage by development.

Requirement to protect
these sites from loss or
damage by development.
The LDP will also require to
be subject to an
‘appropriate assessment’
under Article 6(3) of the
Directive.
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Name of
Environmental requirements
International of Plans, Programmes and
and National
Strategies
Legislation;
plus Scottish
National
Policies
The Natural Environment
Council
Protects all wild birds (together
Directive
with their nests and eggs) and
79/409/EEC on their associated habitats.
the
Commitment to designation of
conservation of SPAs (see previous)
wild birds
The PanThe Strategy aims to reverse the
European
decline of landscape and
Biological and
biological diversity by promoting
Landscape
innovation and proactive policy
Diversity
making. It supports preceding
Strategy
measures for protecting natural
(1995)
heritage, and aims to supplement
this by further supporting a
number of action themes to
different environmental resources
EU Biodiversity
Strategy
(1998)

Aims to “anticipate, prevent and
attack” any reduction or loss of
species and habitats across
Europe. Supports
implementation of the Habitats
and Birds Directive, supports the
establishment of networks of
protected sites, aims to achieve
conservation by making plans for
priority resources. Also notes the
importance of biodiversity outside
of protected areas. Makes
specific references to agriculture
and its role in relation to
biodiversity conservation.
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How it affects, or is
affected by the
Local development
plan

Requirement to protect
these sites from
inappropriate
development as far as
possible.
The LDP should
support the Strategy
and national policies
and programmes that
have emerged as a
result. The emphasis
on maintaining
diversity and
distinctiveness should
be borne in mind as far
as possible.
The LDP should seek
to support these broad
aims and
commitments, through
measures to protect
and enhance ecological
resources, maximising
opportunities for
conservation through
strategic land use
decisions, and overall
integration of these
principles into national
planning decisions.
Spatial planning can
play a role in
supporting habitat
networks, ecological
corridors, buffer zones
etc.
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Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes and
and National
Strategies
Legislation;
plus Scottish
National
Policies
The Natural Environment (Cont’d)
Nature
Introduced a ‘duty to further the
Conservation
conservation of biodiversity’ for all
(Scotland) Act
public bodies, and sets out more
2004
specific provisions within this (e.g.
for SSSIs). Also states a
requirement for the preparation of
Scottish Biodiversity Strategy, to
which all public bodies should pay
regard.

Scotland’s
Biodiversity – It’s
In Your Hands. A
strategy for the
conservation and
enhancement of
biodiversity in
Scotland (2004)

NPPG14 Natural
Heritage (1999)
(currently being
revised)

How it affects, or is
affected by the
Local development
plan

a

Sets out Scottish aims relating to
biodiversity. Seeks to go beyond a
previous emphasis on protecting
individual sites to achieve
conservation at a broader scale.
Aims to half loss and reverse decline
of key species, to raise awareness of
biodiversity value at a landscape or
eco-system scale, and to promote
knowledge, understanding and
involvement amongst people.
Provides the key statement on
planning in relation to natural
heritage. Summarises obligations in
relation to natural heritage, and
provides specific advice on how
these can be taken forward in
development plans. Includes an
emphasis on safeguarding and
enhancing natural heritage outwith
designated sites. Notes that
planning has an important part to
play in meeting requirements for
land for housing, transport,
123

Confirms that the
LDP should seek
to protect
biodiversity in
accordance with
the Act, including
by avoiding
adverse impacts
on sites, habitats
and species of
value as defined in
the Scottish
Biodiversity
Strategy and
associated priority
lists.
The LDP should
support these
aims, and could
play a particularly
valuable role in
promoting
biodiversity
conservation and
enhancement at a
broader,
landscape scale.
The LDP should
reflect this
approach to
natural heritage
conservation, and
recognise the
positive role of
planning in
achieving
enhancement, in
addition to more
protective
measures where

North Ayrshire Council

PAN60 Planning
for Natural
Heritage (2000)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

economic activity and recreation,
whilst avoiding loss of natural
heritage capital. This should be
partly achieved by restricting
development, but NPPG14 notes that
development may not necessarily
conflict with environmental
conservation. New development on
previously degraded sites can also
help to achieve enhancement
objectives.
PAN60 provides further advice on
how natural heritage can be
supported by planning policy and
decision making. It as states that
landscape character protection and
enhancement, biodiversity
conservation, outdoor recreation and
environmental education should all
be important planning objectives, as
together they help to achieve
sustainable environments and
support quality of life. It
recommends cross sectoral working
to achieve shared biodiversity
objectives, as well as planning led
action.

EU Thematic
Strategy for Soil
Protection (2005)

Notes that soil has important
functions but that degradation of its
quality is accelerating, partly due to
wind and water erosion and also as a
result of depletion of organic matter
content. It sets out commitments to
improving quality, including
development of a new Directive. A
Scottish Soil Strategy is currently in
preparation.

SPP7 Planning
and Flooding
(2004)

Sets out requirements for planning
authorities to take into account flood
risk in allocating sites for
development and making decisions
124

required.

The LDP should
seek to achieve
cross sectoral
consistency by
taking into
account wider
biodiversity
objectives. The
role of planning in
relation to
landscapes and
biodiversity, and
in terms of raising
awareness and
appreciation of
natural heritage,
should be
reinforced by the
LDP as far as
possible.
A Scotland-wide
strategy for soil
will be developed
in the near future.
In the meantime,
the provisions of
the European
Strategy provides
a framework for
soil protection and
improvement
which the LDP
should take into
account.
In allocating any
strategic areas for
future
development, the

North Ayrshire Council

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

about applications. Sets out a
national risk framework, and
prescribes appropriate responses in
accordance with varying levels of
flood risk. Notes that proposals for
development that rely on flood
prevention measures should be
viewed with caution.
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LDP should take
into account flood
risk. The potential
additional
influence of
climate change
should also be
borne in mind,
given the longterm nature of the
spatial strategy.
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Name of
Environmental
International
requirements of Plans,
and National
Programmes And
Legislation; plus Strategies
Scottish
National
Policies
The Natural Environment (cont’d)
The Flood Risk
Management
(Scotland) Act
2009
SEAS the
Identifies priorities for the
Opportunity – a
marine and coastal
strategy for the
environment, and notes
long term
their special natural and
sustainability of
cultural heritage value.
Scotland’s coasts
and seas (2005)
SPP15 Planning
Sets the land use planning
for Rural
framework for rural
Development
development. Aims to
(2005)
promote sustainable
development in the
countryside, whilst
safeguarding
environmental resources.
Notes the importance of
natural heritage as an
economic driver in rural
areas.
The Scottish
Sets out national
Forestry Strategy
commitments to forestry,
(2006) and the
including the need to
associated SEA
maximise the contribution
Environmental
of the sector to addressing
Report
climate change (through
renewable energy
generation and carbon
sequestration), to sustain
biodiversity and promote
landscape enhancement,
and to provide resources
for education and healthy
recreation.
NPPG13 Coastal
States that the coast is of
Planning (1997);
national significance. For
to be consolidated planning purposes coasts
126

How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

The LDP should identify
and seek to minimise
the cumulative effects
of developments on
coastal and marine
ecosystems.
The LDP should
support these aims,
partly by considering
the scope for
development and
improving quality of life
for rural communities.

There may be scope for
the LDP to deliver
these objectives and
for the Forestry
Commission Scotland in
turn to support
planning through the
delivery of its national
strategy.

The LDP should take
these guidelines into
account if considering

North Ayrshire Council

within a single
SPP.

Designing Places:
A Policy
Statement for
Scotland, (2001)

SSP20 Role of
Architecture and
Design Scotland
(2005)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

can be defined as being
developed, undeveloped
or isolated, and each type
of area requires a different
approach to development
planning and control.
Provides guidelines for
development, including
the need to avoid siting
developments on the coast
unless this is a locational
requirement, and targeting
developments on the
developed coast.
Conservation of the
natural and cultural
heritage of the coast is
encouraged,.
Aims to promote high
quality design in planning.
States that good design is
an essential part of
sustainable development,
and aims to encourage
collaboration and training
amongst development
professionals in order to
deliver higher quality
standards.
Defines the role of
Architecture and Design
Scotland in relation to the
planning system.
Emphasises the
importance of delivering
high quality design in all
types of development.
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potential for
development on the
coast. Furthermore,
positive aims of
conservation and
enhancement should
be progressed as far as
possible, given the
national significance
and value of the coast.

This commitment to
high quality design
should be reflected in
the LDP. In particular,
opportunities to ensure
that national
developments achieve
high standards of
design should be
explored and promoted
within the LDP.
These design principles
should be reflected in
the aspirations of the
LDP.
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Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes And
and National
Strategies
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
The Natural Environment (cont’d)
Council of Europe, Stats that landscapes across
European
Europe make an important
Landscape
contribution to quality of life and
Convention 2000
cultural identity, but that they
are being transformed as a
result of a number of factors,
including town planning,
transport and infrastructure and
the economy. Requires Member
States to develop more
comprehensive frameworks to
protect and enhance
landscapes.
SNH Natural
Provides baseline information for
Heritage Futures
the assessment and draws
(2002)
attention to particularly
important processes of change.
Priorities for future landscape
management include creating
better settings for towns and
cities, creating industrial
landscapes that reflect local
identify, careful siting and
design of development along
key rural transport routes,
management of agricultural
change, forestry restructuring to
improve “naturalness” and
sensitive management of natural
processes e.g. flood
management using soft
engineering.
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How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

The LDP should reflect the
aims of the Convention,
including by considering
potential impacts of
development proposals on
designated and nondesignated landscapes,
particularly in terms of
potential loss of
distinguishing features.

These priorities, and others
defined more locally, should
be taken into account when
preparing the LDP. In
particular, there is a need to
recognise the particular
sensitivities of specific
landscapes including those
adjacent to settlements, in
transitional areas and around
key transport corridors.
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Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes And
and National
Strategies
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Waste and/or Pollution
1996/62/EC
Overarching Directive on air
Directive on
quality which seeks to provide a
ambient air quality co-ordinated and consistent
assessment and
approach to air quality in order
management
to avoid negative impacts on
health and the environment.
Aims to achieve improvements
in air quality where it is poor
and sets out a framework for
monitoring.
1999/30/EC
Provides more specific guidance
Directive relating
on the need to improve air
to limit values for
quality and reduce emission of
SO2, NO2 and
specific types of gas.
oxides of
nitrogen,
particulate matter
and lead in
ambient air
EU Thematic
Sets out interim objectives for
Strategy on Air
improving air quality. Notes
Pollution (2005)
that existing legal instruments
will be merged to form a single
Directive on Air Quality. States
that air pollution can have
consequences for health and
ecosystems, with latter being
caused primarily by processes of
acidification and eutrophication.
Sets targets for reducing specific
pollutants.
The Air Quality
Provides more specific UK
Strategy for
targets for reducing air pollution
England, Scotland, and sets out local authority
Wales and
responsibilities for achieving
Northern Ireland
most of these. States that land
(2007)
use planning and transport
planning have a key role to play
in contributing to these targets.
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How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

Overall commitment to air
quality should be taken into
account, particularly in terms
of potential influence of land
use decisions, and specific
contribution of the transport
sector.

Commitments to reducing
specific air pollutants should
be taken into account within
the LDP as appropriate. More
specific UK and Scottish
targets should be used to
guide decision making.
As noted above, the LDP
could help contribute to
meeting these targets,
including by making
appropriate policies for
transport, waste
management and other
potentially polluting activities.

As noted above, the LDP
should contribute to these
aims where possible. In
particular there is a national
level need to focus on
reducing ground level ozone
(which is partly caused by
trans boundary pollution) and
by reducing vehicle use.

North Ayrshire Council

PAN33
Development of
Contaminated
Land (2000)

Water Framework
Directive
2000/60/EC

Water
Environment and
Water Services
(Scotland) Act
2003 (WEWS Act)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Emphasises the role of the
planning system in reclaiming
and developing contaminated
land as a means of improving its
general amenity and
environmental contribution.
States that contamination
should be taken into account in
the preparation of development
plans.
This provides an overarching
strategy, including a
requirement for EU Member
States to ensure that they
achieve ‘good ecological status’
by 2015. River Basin
Management Plans were defined
as the key means of achieving
this.
Transposes the Directive into
the Scottish context. Aims to
protect the water environment
including by ensuring a reliable
and high quality supply of
water, reducing groundwater
pollution significantly and
protecting marine and other
waters. More specifically, sets
out arrangements for River
Basin Management Planning and
Controlled Activities Regulations.
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The LDP could assist by
supporting the wider
objectives of redeveloping
brownfield sites and
achieving other forms of
reclamation and remediation.

The LDP should seek to
ensure that any proposals or
policies support this aim by
avoiding adverse impacts on
the water environment.

Scope to complement the
activities of SEPA in
developing RBMPs and
applying Controlled Activities
Regulations (CAR) should be
considered during the
preparation of the LDP.

North Ayrshire Council

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes And
and National
Strategies
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Waste and/or Pollution (cont’d)
SEPA (2006) A
These reports set out the
Plan for Action –
proposed arrangements for
River Basin
River Basin Management
Planning in the
Planning in each of Scotland’s
Scotland River
two RBD. Reports setting out
Basin District,
Significant Water Management
Consultation
Issues (SWMI) were published
Document
in Autumn 2007, with draft
RBMPs anticipated in 2008.
SEPA (2006) A
Plan of Action –
Solway Tweed
Basin Planning
Consultation
Document
Scottish Water,
Sets out proposals to
Draft Sludge
significantly reduce the
Strategy (2006)
proportion of sewage sludge
and Associated
that is recycled untreated to
SEA
land, and to increase levels of
Environmental
recycling for agricultural use and
Report
energy from waste/incineration.

Bathing Waters
(Scotland)
Regulations 2008

PAN79 Water and
Drainage (2006)

Aims to reduce water pollution
in order to improve bathing
water catchments. Measures
include changes to agricultural
practices to address diffuse
pollution, ensuring compliance
with EU controls of industrial
discharges.
Provides advice on how planners
can work with other
organisations to ensure that
water and waste water
infrastructure meets the needs
of communities
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How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

SWMI reports are now
available, and have been
used to inform the
assessment.

These proposals could have
implications for requirements
for energy from waste
facilities that would be taken
into account as part of the
National Waste Strategy. The
LDP should seek to ensure
that any infrastructure
requirements arising from
proposals can be sustainably
met.
The LDP can support some of
these legislative
requirements, including by
considering scope to
encourage sustainable urban
drainage systems.
Notes that Scottish Water is
required to prioritise
investment in infrastructure in
accordance with spatial
priorities identified in the
LDP. The principles of

North Ayrshire Council

PAN61 Planning
and Sustainable
Urban Drainage
Systems (2001)

Kyoto Protocol
(1997)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Explains the working principles
of SUDS and notes the
important role the planning
system has to play in delivering
SUDS. States that strategic
level planning should provide
guidance on SUDS where major
areas of urban expansion or
regeneration are identified.
Sets out international agreement
on targets and mechanisms for
addressing climate change.
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collaboration and
consideration of capacity and
constraints should be borne
in mind during the
preparation of the LDP.
Whilst this is relatively sitespecific issue, it would be
useful for the LDP to note the
potential role of SUDS and
highlight where it should be
prioritised in relation to any
proposed national
developments.
The LDP has a role to play in
helping to achieve these high
level objectives. Measures
could include broad scale
promotion of sustainable
transport and associated
patterns of settlement,
achieving a modal shift in
transport, and making
appropriate land use
decisions to help reduce
harmful emissions.

North Ayrshire Council

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes And
and National
Strategies
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Waste and/or Pollution (cont’d)
Changing our
Provides framework for Scottish
Ways – Scotland’s climate change action in
Climate Change
devolved areas. States that
Programme
Scotland is contributing to UK
(2006)
targets of a 12.5% reduction in
greenhouse gases by the period
of 2008-2012, and a reducing in
CO2 emissions of 20% by 2010
and 60% by 2050. Scottish
contribution quantifies as
exceeding the Scottish Share of
UK emission reductions from
devolved policy measures by 1
million tonnes of carbon in
2010. The Scottish Government
is participating in the UK’s
Climate Change Bill which aims
to reduce CO2 emissions by at
least 60% by 2050. The
Scottish Government has
committed to consult on a
Scottish Climate Change Bill with
a proposed emissions reduction
target of 80% by 2050.
Taking sustainable One of several sectorally
use of resources
focussed strategies produced
forward: A
under the Environmental Action
Thematic Strategy Programme
on the prevention
and recycling of
waste (EU, 2005)
Council Directive
Defines three categories of
99/31/EC ‘Landfill
waste (hazardous, nonDirective’
hazardous and inert waste) and
provides a standard waste
acceptance procedure to
accompany requirements for
licensing of landfill operators.
States the need for strategies
that set out how biodegradable
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How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

The LDP can help to achieve
this by promoting renewable
energy, seeking to encourage
energy efficiency and helping
to reduce waste that is
landfilled by supporting
recycling, and helping to
increase carbon
sequestration.

Emphasis on recycling of
materials borne out in
National Waste Plan for
Scotland (see below).

Provides the strategic
framework for local
development plans.
Emphasises the challenges
associated with achieving
more sustainable waste
management and focuses
efforts on reducing
biodegradable municipal

North Ayrshire Council

The Second
European Climate
Change
Programme
(launched in
2005)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

waste being disposed of in
landfill sites can be reduced in
favour of recycling, composting
biogas or materials/ energy
recovery. Sets targets for
reducing landfilled municipal
waste: 35% 1995 levels by
2016.
The first programme focused on
achieving climate change targets
by reducing emissions and
increasing carbon sequestration.
The review notes that the work
identified in the first programme
is being undertaken according to
plan, but that further measures
will be required in order to meet
the EU’s commitments under the
Kyoto Agreement. Some
aspects of the first programme
have been more successful than
others, with energy generation
targets having been met, but
transport objectives proving
more difficult to achieve.
Current Commission policy is
therefore focusing on achieving
modal shift (with targets to
reduce CO2 emissions of cars
having already been met).
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waste going to landfill.

The LDP could contribute to
established and emerging
climate change objectives,
particularly as interpreted for
Scotland in the national
programme (see below).
Important to recognise dual
aims of reducing emissions
and achieving sequestration.

North Ayrshire Council

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Name of
Environmental requirements
International
of Plans, Programmes And
and National
Strategies
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Waste and/or Pollution (cont’d)
National Waste
Brings together Area Waste
Plan 2003
Plans and sets out an action
plan for radical change to waste
management. Key challenges
include reducing landfilled waste
in line with EU targets (see
above), and increasing
recycling, composting and
energy from waste. Confirms
target of recycling or
composting 25% of municipal
waste by 2006 and 55% by
2020. Underlying aims include
reducing the environmental
impacts of waste management
and addressing current
environmental injustices.
SPP10 Planning
Sets out role of planning in
and Waste
relation to waste management.
Management
States that to date many
(2007)
development plans have not
successfully contributed to
waste management objectives
and calls for improved links
between development plans and
area waste plans. Aims to
achieve a better planned and
more inclusive approach to
providing sites for waste
management
The UK Low
The UK Low Carbon Transition
Carbon Transition Plan plots how the UK will meet
Plan (2009)
the 34 percent cut in emissions
on 1990 levels by 2020.
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How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

Continuing progress towards
reaching waste management
goals will require further
provision of appropriate
facilities and infrastructure.

This provides a useful
reference point for strategic
and local level land use
planning that seeks to
contribute to waste
management objectives.

The LDP should identify
opportunities to prepare for
transitions for a low carbon
North Ayrshire.

North Ayrshire Council

Name of
International
and National
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Human health
Firm Foundations:
The Future of
Housing in
Scotland: A
discussion paper
(2007)
People and Place:
Regeneration
Policy Statement
(2006)

UK Fuel Poverty
Strategy (7th
Annual Progress
Report 2009)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Environmental requirements
of Plans, Programmes And
Strategies

How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

Sets out proposals for new
housing policies that aim
substantially to increase the
level of new housing
development, and to provide a
much more energy efficient and
sustainable housing stock.
Provides the policy
commitments relating to
regeneration, moving the
agenda forward in light of
recent progress. States
continuing commitments to the
Clyde Corridor as a national
priority and emphasises the
regional impacts of regeneration
in Ayrshire and Inverclyde.
Aims to improve governance in
these areas and particularly to
target transport connections to
aid regeneration process
Covers Scottish commitment to
eliminating fuel poverty by
November 2016, as far as is
reasonably practicable.

These housing policy
aspirations should be
supported through the
strategic provisions of the
LDP.
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The LDP should reflect these
priorities and seek to define
how strategic land use
planning can help to deliver
change in these areas.

Although much of the action
on fuel poverty to date has
focused on practical changes
to the energy efficiency of
individual households, the
LDP should take this
commitment into account
when considering broader
approaches to energy
generation and efficiency.

North Ayrshire Council

Name of
International
and National
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Energy
UK Energy White
Paper. Our
energy future –
creating a low
carbon economy
(2003)

Securing a
Renewable
Future: Scotland’s
Renewable Energy
(2003)
Scotland’s
Renewable Energy
Potential: realising
the 2020 target
(2005)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Environmental requirements
of Plans, Programmes And
Strategies

How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

Sets out the challenges for the
energy sector in the UK, and
defines how it should change
over the coming years. Key
priorities including CO2
emissions from the sector by
60% by 2050 (and substantially
by 2020), providing more
reliable energy supplies,
updating the energy supply
network (including the grid) and
creating more diversity,
including by promoting more
renewable energy generation
and local level supplies.
Set the target of generating
40% of Scotland’s energy from
renewable sources by 2020,
which has more recently been
superseded by a target of 50%
within the same time period.
Considers the role of different
technologies and infrastructure
capacity to meet the target of
generating 40% of energy in
Scotland from renewable
sources by 2020. Notes that
this will require a further
installed capacity of around
3.4GW, to meet the estimated
need for a total of 6GW to meet
this target. States that the
future mix remains uncertain,
partly due to anticipated closure
of some existing plant. It would
be inappropriate to apportion
growth to different technologies,

This overall framework sets
the context within which
decisions on energy supplies
and infrastructure within the
LDP should be set. The LDP
has a potential role to play I
helping to reduce emissions,
and update and increase the
reliability and diversity of
energy supplies.
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The LDP should aim to
contribute to this target
through the suggested
measures as far as is possible
– complementing and
supporting the role of SPP6.
The LDP could provide further
guidance on how these
targets should be met,
complementing the provisions
of SPP6 (see below).
Important to consider
implications of potential
closures of key generators
alongside impacts of new
infrastructure and plant.

North Ayrshire Council

The UK
Renewable
Strategy (2009)

SPP6 Renewable
Energy (2007)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

but suggests that further
investment and development of
marine and biomass would be
beneficial.
This Strategy explains how and
why the UK will radically
increase our use of renewable
electricity, heat and
transport. It sets out the
path for the UK to meet our
legally-binding target to ensure
15% of our energy
comes from renewable sources
by 2020.
Sets out a framework for
planning to encourage, approve
and implement renewable
energy proposals. Focuses on
fulfilling targets for renewable
energy generation, and also
emphasises the importance of
community engagement,
steering development to
appropriate sites and exploiting
the potential benefits of
renewable energy schemes,
whilst avoiding adverse impacts
as far as possible.
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The LDP could provide further
guidance on how these
targets should be met,
complementing the provisions
of SPP6 (see below).
Important to consider
implications of potential
closures of key generators
alongside impacts of new
infrastructure and plant.
States that development
plans should provide
locational advice on locations
for renewable energy
proposals (broad areas of
search for onshore wind
farms) l The LDP could
provide further strategic
guidance to assist with this
part of the process, as well as
reflecting the generally
positive and proactive tone of
the SPP and considering the
capacity of planned strategic
infrastructure (grid).

North Ayrshire Council

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Name of
International
and National
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Historic Heritage
Scottish Historic
Environment
Policy (SHEP)
(2009)

Environmental requirements
of Plans, Programmes And
Strategies

How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

Sets out the overall framework
for the historic environment,
including designation and
protection of listed buildings,
conservation areas, gardens and
designed landscapes.
Specifically defines the role of
planning authorities, including in
terms of development
management and enforcement.

Historic Scotland,
Passed to the
Future: Historic
Scotland’s Policy
for the
Sustainable
Management of
the Historic
Environment,
(2002)

Sets out the key principles for
achieving a sustainable historic
environment, including
recognising value, good
stewardship, assessing impact
and working together. Notes
that natural and human impacts
on the historic environment
should be taken into account.
States that the precautionary
principles should be applied
where historic resources are
unknown.

The LDP has a role to play in
emphasising the importance of
the historic environment, and
ensuring that its proposals will
not lead to direct or indirect
effects on overall quality and
distinctiveness at a national
scale. The LDP should reflect
these commitments to
protecting designated historic
resources, both in terms of
direct impacts on their fabric,
and broader impacts on their
setting, as required by the
Memorandum.
These aims should be used to
guide the LDP.
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Name of
International
and National
Legislation; plus
Scottish
National
Policies
Historic Heritage
NNPG5
Archaeology and
Planning (1998)
(currently being
revised)

NNPG18 Planning
and the Historic
Environment
(1999) (currently
being revised)

Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

Environmental requirements
of Plans, Programmes And
Strategies

How it affects, or is
affected by the Local
Development Plan

Sets planning policies and
guidance relating to
archaeological resources. Notes
that both designated sites and
unknown resources are of
importance to cultural heritage
and identity. Recommends that
planning authorities play a key
role in safeguarding such
resources from inappropriate
development.
Sets out national planning policy
relating to the historic
environment, including listed
building, conservation areas and
historic gardens and designed
landscapes. States that the
planning system has a key role
to play in protecting such
resources from development,
through recognising their value
in development plans and
making appropriate
development management
decisions.

The LDP should take these
policy commitments into
account as far as possible,
particularly in terms of
ensuring that valued
archaeological resources are
taken into account when
making strategic locational
decisions
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The LDP should take these
policy commitments into
account as far as possible,
particularly by ensuring that
the historic environment is
taken into account when
making strategic locational
decisions.
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Local Development Plan Environmental
Adoption Statement

APPENDIX F
Letter from Scottish Agricultural College
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LDP Process Diagram
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